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NURTHWEST REGIONAL ED(JCATIONAL LABORATORY

The mission a the Northwest Regional Eticational Laboratory (NwHEL) is to
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Research to determine characteristics of successful experiential
programs

Development of manuals and handboOks .to provide information to
practitioners

Strengthening career education practices at the local level by
refeiring trained educational consultants

Development of strategies bs help practitioneri mike effective use
of information about career education programs and practices

Research and training related bs improving collaboration among
school districts, CETA, business and the community

k

Evaluation and technical assistance bn State Advisory Councils on
Vocational Education

For information about training and technical assistance services available
from the Education and Work Program, Contact:

Larry McClure, Director
Education and Work Program

. (503) 248-6891
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'EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I.ptroduction

This report describes and eummarizes findings of those activities funded

'by the National Institute of Education and conducted by the Northwest

Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) Education and Work Program during

the 1978-79,xear. The report focuses on findings from: 1) state ---,

strategy activities associated With NWREL's Experience-Based Career

Education (EBCE), 2) adaptations of EBCE for migrant youth, 3)

adaptations of EBCE for gifted and talented junior high school students,

, 4) adaptationA. of EBCE for adults and 5) NWREL's experientiaLlearning

studies.)

Description of EBCE

Experience-Based Career Educatibn is "an operational eXpression of the

conviction that a comprehensive curriculum exists outside the walls of-
.

the school. It assumes that the educational entrironment can be

restructured to take maximum advantage of botli,the value ofsdirect

experience and the special capabilities of community institutions in

helping young people.prepare for adult responsibilities."*

*Hagans, Rex W. "What iS Experience-Based Career Education?" Illinois
Career Education Journal, Spring, 1976, 33:6-10.

I.
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A primary goal of the EBCE program has been to integrate a student'

exploration of various careers with the acquisition of cognitive,

interpersonal and affective skills through a series'of olanned

experiences with identified learning outcomes.* Individual students

are encouraged to assume xesponsibility for their own learning.

Foqr characteristics,. taken together, make MICE different from other

alternative or career education programs:

,

1. The learning program evolves from adult activities in the .

community. It is reasoned that.learning activities based

directly on adult tasks and roles in the community will be

recognized as more relevant by young persons preparing for the

transitionto adulthood.

2. The program is based on experiential learning, actively

involving students in the daily work of community life.. This-

.

"hands-fon" approach to. learning, long recognized as an effective

leNrning strategy, is an important feature of.a comprehensive

EBCE program.

12-page prOgram overview of.EBCE is available by writing to Education
and Work Program, NWREL, 710 S. W. Second Avenue,.Portland,
Dregon 97204. This overview describes what is.unique about EBCE, what
students learn, how they learn and how ESCE relates to the employers and
thercomMUnity...

7



3. The EBCE Curriculum is fully integrated. Salespersons do not

break down sales presentations into isolated components of

grammar,.vocabulary or pyschology. Similarly, EBCE applies no

artificial distinctions among the curricular disciplines.

4. EBCE is fully individualized. The,learning goils-and strategies

are varied to meet the needs, interests And abilities of each

student.

State Strategies

A summary of NWREL's three-year effort to establish EBCE networks in

several 4,ates is presented here. An analysta of the different

approaches used by separate states and the effectiveness of the networks

is contained in a separate,publication entitled "Making Am Educational

Innovation Stick: Building State Networks to. Support Experience-Based

Career Education." ,

Four, states--Illinois, Nevada, Texas and WyoMing--selected NWREL as the

pritihry Laboratory for offering EBCE te.chnical assistance during the

first round of NIE funding of states in 1976. The second kound of

selecting states for networking consisied of those receiving free

technical and training assistance from NWREL but no direct funds from

NIE. Coloradoeqdaho and Oregon be6ame NWREL's second round states. In

addition, a grassroots EBCE network in Michigan rew without formal

recognition pr support from_NIE. The documentation of NWREL activities

in these states and a summary highlight4.n7 the approaches used in each

state appear in Section III Of this.report.

3
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Adaptation of MBCE for migrant youth

In 1978-79 NWREL attempted to help meet the needs of migrant youth by

.developing a.secondary program builtupon the characteristics and

envirOnment of migrants and to explore tha development of a second4ry

educational delivery system that would be more consistent betWeen school

districts.

With s modest funding from NIE, NWREL began work in February, 1978 to

disseminate EBet for migr-astudent use. General'mailings to all state

migrant directors Were sent, with information about EBCE, artd some

district directors who expressed an interest received telephone calls ancl

personal visits.

s

These early, efforts reaulted in two pilot projects: the first in

Mission, TeXas and the second in Yakima,_Washington. Staff in both

projects had been specially trained and had experience working

with migrant youth. It was felt that although m4grant youth have unique

problems dile to their mobility and economic situations, EBCE would add

new meaning to the educational process.

Decision-makers in the Texas and Washington pilot progiams sought ways to

*blend migrant youths' needs in life skills, social develOpment and career
A

knowledge with real life experiences via hands-on activities wherever

people were working,and real work was going On. By providing migrant'

youth with .these cumulative experiences in a variety of everyday work

settings, the pilot tests Sought to help migrant youth (a) know

themselves better by refining their interests, abilities and values to

develop realistic and obtainable career and life goals, (b) understand

A
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that they have personal power and can have a control over their lives,

(c) build thedecision-making skills needed to put what they have learned

together with what they want to do, (d) learn that basic skills in

written ahd oeal communications and mathematics are essential for

accomplishing their career and personal goals, (e)-gain a broad

understanding o the world of work--its relevancies, rewards and

shortcomingsby learning what they could expect from it and what it

would require of them anaP(f) discover that.the adult world is not simply

an "establishment" but is made up of many different peOple with their own

goals, values and personal chairacteristics.

The*1978-79 school year marks the first year of NWREL's pilot testing of

the adaptation of the Experience-Based Career Educatiom prdject with

migrant.students. The data contained in this report need to be regarded

as preliminary since the Mission Texas project was in its very first year

of operation and full year data are available on only eleven students

V

Mission, Texas has been the first'project to adapt Experience-Based

Career Education to the needs of migrant youth.

The statements that follow summarize findings from the first-year

evaluation of the Mission Texas Migrant EBCE program.

1. Mission Texas has initiated a.high fidelity'NWREL Experience-

Based Career Education program designed to meet the'needs of

migrant.youth. They have received training and technical

assistance rrom OREL to he,lp implement their prograM.

1 0 5
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2. tnterviews with EBCE case ltudy students indicate that they

feel they have greater choice, are more involved and have

morA responsibility in EBCE than in their regular school

program.

3. Students did noi show a significant change in their attitudes

' toward the cocepts of "me", "school", "work", "adults" or

"learning" as.measured .by a semantic differential while in

EBCE.

4. On the student End=of-Project Questionnaire in Mfy, only two

of 10 students indicatd0 tbey.had never observed or worked at

one or two jobs they said they wauld like to hold after

completihg their education. At the beginning of the program

14 of the 17 students indicated they had never dohe so. ThMA

EBCE gave students a chance to obserme or work in potential

-careers of interest that they otherwise would net have had
.4.

the chance to do. About half 'of the EBCE students changed career

preferences as a result of participation. in EBCE. rn May, however,

three of the 11 students indicated they did not know where to

begin in preparing for and entering a.job they would Most like

to hold after graduation, six said they had some idea, but only

. -

t, two felt the steps were quite clear. This pattern was'quite

similar to that-ill OCtober thus suggesting that students were

exposed.to'various-careers but not helped much in understanding

how to prepare for a job of interest to them.

1
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5. When asked to rate the oveall quality of the EDa.program in May,

nine students rated it excellent:or good and two gave it aP average

'rating. None rated it poor. Eight of 11 students felt more

motivated to learn in EBCE than .in the regular high school program

and nonef felt less motivated to learn

6. A basic skills objective of the Mission EDCE.project was that

students would do at' least as well as comparison group students

even thoughth7 spent up to half of their time in the community.
6

Pre- and posttest data indicated that, although the comparisbn

group had higher scores at the beginning of the year, there was no

significant 4ifference in growth ln scores between)the two groups.

In essence, students stayed at the same lev'els in basiC skills

throughout the year.,

7. EBCE students made a statistically'significant gain in GPA over the

prior year. It inCreased from 79.8 to. A3.3.

8. Students completed 97 percent of.the required career explorations,

93 percent of the competencies and 91 percent of the btudent

projects. This indicates that students were complying with the .

work expectations of the project.

-9. Parents felt quite positive about EBCi and their'son or daughter's

participation in the program. The only weakness in.EBCE identifier]

by nibre than a single parent (in this case by three parents out of

nine) was lack of yariety of job sites to meet'students' interest.

Strengths in EBCE identified by over half of the parents were 1)

students learn about'"real life" situations and responsibility, 2)

quality of staff, 3) students learn about a variety of caroers and

1 2-
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4 clerks gain ex erience in wopcing with adults. Positive

t.

changes noted y:OVer half of the parents tn theix son or daughter

that they felt wor res tiaApating in EBCE were 1)

better ableAto relate to others greater self-confidence and 3)

mbet rlealistic attitudes toward li and work. No negative ctianges

were- rloted by more than.--a single parent. IP

10. On the Employer Opinion Survey, of 24 employers, every one_.
i.ndlcAted they plan to continue Participating in the EBCE program

next year. Reasons cited most frequently were 1) the Orogram'is

worthwhile, 2) my participation is a ommunity service and 3) I

likp the people involved. Strengths of EBCE cited by at least half

of the employers were 1) students learn about a variety of careers',

2) students learn about "real life" situations and 3) students gain

JO
experience in working with adults. Weaknesses in EBCE identified

by dquarter or more employers were 1) students not receiving

Skufficient training (38 percent) and 2) lack-of feedback about

students (29 percent). Employers want better feedback about their

own effectiveness with students at-heir site and about what

happens to these students after they leave the site.

Adaptation pf EBCE for Gjfted and Talented'Youh
,

Gifted and talented youth haye unique needs for educational programs that

-will Chapenge their full ability and creativity; While there are many

programs in,the'elementary years.to-address such concerns, junicir and

senior high gifted programs are few in number. Our twci field sites using

EEICE.for gifted and.talehted junior high youthJefferson County,

Colorado ind North Clackamas,'Oregon--are proving that the concept works

B e



with this age group even as goals and objectives encompass far more than

career development and life skills.

ExplOri'ng Careers In th COm-munity fOr Giftedand Talented

The Exploring Careers in the Community for Gifted and Talented (ECC/GT)

-program model is based on the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.

(NWREL) Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) model, Inodified for use i

in Jeffersoil County as Exploring Careers in the Community (LC) and then

filrther adapted to mipt the needs of gifted/talented students at both the

'junior and senior high levels. It is individualized and emphasizes

experience based, performahce based learning.

-The ECC/GT erogram is designed as an eighteen-week model; students spend

partial days in twO o five hour blocks scheduied into the program for.

one semester or two quarteA. However, the model is intended to be

flexible enough to allow incorporation into any school based on

individual building needs and considerations. Students are awarded

career education and Academic credit,.usually Language Arts and one other

depending upon the subject area certification of teachers involved.

The ECC/GT program is process as well as content oriented. A major

emphasis is the developmeht and application of higher leyel thinking

skills and creative/divergent problem solving skills. These processes

are,practiced and applied through all of the learning strategies. ',Also,

the development of independence, responsibility and time

management/organization is fostered within the' program.

.9



NWREL's role in Ole junior high school ECC/GT program for 1978-79 was to

provide technical assistance and evaluation. lrhe evaluation for this'

second year of progrem operation focused on

student learning outcomes, for 50 ECC/GT and

student selection strategies,

comparison group students,

and program outcomes. A separate report containing the detailed program

description, evaluation procedures and findings was prepared,by NWREL for

Jpfferson CoUnty, COlorado and is available from that School district.

Listed below are Or highlights of the student and program-outcomes.

Student Outcomes

ECC/GT students maintained their basic skills level while
participating in the program.

Mos,t ECC/GT students achieved the'career education goals of tile
program.

Participants'. confidence in their use of oral communication is
improved by the ECC/GT program

There was no evidence to suggest ehat partigipants' .

self-confidence was enhanced more by participition- in ECC/GT
than in the regular GT programs.

Program Outccmes

The ECC/GT program is seen as accompliShing the primary goalsi of
helping students to eXplore and learn about,a variety of careers
and to understand the requirements of career entry.

The junior high ECC/GT program was perceived positively by
parents and students as having fewer difficulties thin in the -

first year's evaruation. Areas continuing to need iStogram
' attention include recruitMent and orientation of community

instructors, transportation to.commdbity sites, variety of
community sites and decrease in the amount of nonchallenging or
repetitive "busy" work assigned studentt.

10 15



Learning in the Community

The 1978-79 North Clackamas Learntng in,the Community (LINC) Junior High

G.ifted and Talented program operated on an eight-week period with

students parttcipating one full day per week. Students from each oE the

four junior high schools were involved and met together Eor the weekly

LINC sessions. Program activities included small grOup and individual
p.

career explorations, student journals, individuaLand(small group

projects as well as large and small group activities in such areas as

higher level thinking skills, critical thinking, ,group,process and ,

4 self-awareness.

The first-year eNeluation was primarily focused on program implementation

and operation with student outcomes a secondary Concern. During,the

%first two years. of q project, it is o f primary importance to assess the

feasibility of any new programmatic model. Preliminary findings for the

first year are listed below.

Considering the limited program contact students niade
considerable progress in the career education objectives.

Affective objectives were not meAsurably aff cted by the program.

Student selection criteria did not correlate 11 with each
other or with the three outcome measures.

)-
Parents, students, staff and commUnity instructors were
generally quite positive abodt the ',INC program, while
recognizing the need to make changes in tile future. Areas which
were indicated to be major strengths were-the opportunity to get
into and become aware of the "real world" and to,learn about a
variety of careers. Areas which.were.peiceived to koe program
weaknesses were 1) the n4ed for recruitment dnd orientation of a
greater variety of community sites, advance information to
students and parents concerning program goals and expectations,
the amount of paperwork And the time-configuration of the
program.

1
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Out-of-School Adults

NWREL's Out-of-School Adult work focused around development and
-1

implementation of a pilot version of a program entitled "Career

RedirectiOns for Adults" (CRA) operated at Western Nevada Community

College (WNCC), Carson City, Nevada.

The evaluatioh was designed orimirily tO obtaih oUtOome.data as well as

biographical information to assist duc iof ahd Work staff in forming

rthe basis,for researching the needs of. variclu3 categories of adUits.

Outcome data were obtained from adminOttra /ion of pre- and posttest

questionRaires. In addition, the prti.ciant questionnaires sought

feedback regarding the strengths and wea esses of the CRA program. Only

a small humber of'participants were invoaved in the evaluation (eight

reaponded to both the pie- and posttesSsections oyhe program

evaluation questionnaire), which limit the gene ralizationg,that can be

made. _r
o

The results,of this evaluation shou d encourage further revision and

implementation of a more comprehen ve and longer program. The following

CC data:, conclusions may be drawn frank the

12
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Participants were generally flthusastic 'about the CRA program
and'indicated they had benef ted from a number of the career
planning-activities.

Expertentkal deavning Studies

One-important experiential learning study completed this year-b NWREL

focused on aftempting to learnahore about the factors that distinguiSh

excellent learning experiences for youth versus those that lead to little

or no learning. This st,udy-was based on a sdtVey of over 1000 high

school sophomores, juniors and seniors from 28 states involved in all

four versions of EBCE. The questionnaire reflected various propositions

from social learning theory and attended to the perceived importance of
,

factors such as modeling, reinforcement by emiiloyers and the intrinsic

interest of the, work tasks. In addition to-dtscussing the findings this

study suggests implications for program design, community resource

persons and for future 'research. Listed below are the major findings:

At sites judged, by respondents as providing rich learning experiences--

Respondents more often learn job specific skills, including use
of tools or equipment and gain specific knowledge of how the job
operates through hands-on experiences.

Respondents-more often describe the people they work with as
helpful and friendly.

Respondents' generally work closely with more than one person and
form a good close personal relationship with at least one person
with whom they work closely.

Tasks done by students are more often judged to have high or
moderate leyels of responsibility and are perceived by students
to be challenging.

At sites judged by respondents as providing little or nq learning

'. experiences--

Respondents learned the same things as at high leartping sites,
but such larning was reported by only half.as manlk students as
was, reported for high learning sites.

S.
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One third of the respondents reported having no tasks to do, or
only irrelevant ones.

On the aver ge, respondents spent only half as much time as at
high learning sites.

Respondents attributed little or rib learning to bOring tasks, '

and no oppoetunities to apply learning to new things, to explore
other areas of interest or_to try out the work themselves.

14
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SECTION I -

INTROD6CTION

This Education and Work Program Year-End Report Technical Summary of FY

1979 ActIvities and Evaluation Findings has been prepared by the,

Education and Work Program of the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory (NWREL) to,summarize work performed under contract with the

National Institute of Education'. The report has been prepared for

educational policy-makers, researchers and educational practitioners: In

many cases, this report contains a summary of evaluation or research

reports that have been published separately.

Section II of this report contains an overview of Education and Work

'Progam accomplishments for the year written by Larry McClure, Program

Director. A summary of NWREL activities in fostering VBCE state
J.

Strategies appears in Section III. Over the past seven.years NWREL, in

conjunction with three other regional educational laboratories and the

National Institute of Education, has, been active in the,deVelopment,

testing and dissemination of a oomprehensive alternative education -

prograrfifor secondary students,called Experience-Based Career Education

(EBCE)'. During the past year NWREL has adapted the basic principles of

this program to fit the needs of various special populations. Sections

)IV, V and VI describe our adaptations of EBCE for migrant:youth; gifted

and talented junior high school students and for adults. Section VII

describes the research done in experiential learning and reports

preliminary findings of a study investigating the factors that
0

distinguish excellent from poor learning experiences at employer/

community sites.
4
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SECTIOV II

OVERVIEW OF EDUCATION AND
WORK PROGRAM.ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The"three work components outlined in our Technical Proposal of April 14,

1978, are (1) Eiperience-Based Career Education, (2) Transition and

Equity for Special roups, and (3) Extended Learning. AccOmplishments

fpr,.the Period of Jue 1, 1978 to November.30, 1979 will:be brtefly

described in-terms of specific acttvities in each component.

Deliverables or products associated with each activity ave referenced

following each dedcriktion and are available on request.

Component I: Experience-Based Career Education

The objective of this component was to refine and evaluate the ability of

states to sustain EBCE by building on the validated maturity of

demonstration programs at the local level. This goal was accomplished as

planned, with EBCE networks in p1aCe in the following states. where our

Laboratory either had the "lead" responsibility or shared that

responsibility with Far,West Laboratory foi EducattOnal Research and

Development (FWL) or Research for Better Schools (RBS):

Lead Responsibality Shared Responsibility

Coloiado, M.abama Texas
4

Idatio Illinois Wyoming

Oregon Nevada

f

In these states there typically is at least one demonstration program

where'intereited visitors may observe EBCE in operation. A number of

individuals at the state, local or intermediate_or higher education

21 .
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, revels have also been certified to train other; in various aspects of

EHCE. Our iginal notion that no one design or model for' an EBCE State

Strategy odald be-mandated held true. Each of the above states where our

Lab had some leadership and participation has implemented a design that
A;

Alnique for their settidg. ellen as federal support expired for

Illinois, Nevada, Texas and Wyoming, there has been enough institutional-
-.

ization so as to keep the EBCE flag raised high. And for,a state like

l'Colorado that received no NIE funas, EBCE is now an ongoing respOnsi-

bility of a state agency staff person. Indeed, there has been interest

from other statestin our case, Michigan--in installing an EBCE state

network like the ones that were part of our PY79 plan.

A In the meantime, of course, we have tried to be responsive to external

requests for information about EBCE rintr to promote national networking.

'The most visible example of this was formation of the National Experience-

Based Caeeer Education Association (NEBCEA) and the third annual

gathering of sites adopting our model of EBCE. Our Laboratory was

privileged to have three representatives on the planninig committee for

the Association: Rex Hagans, Bob Blum (on loan from Colorado to direct

our USOE career edutition dissemination pro-ject), and Loyd Knudson, a

local labor leader. liagans and Blum now bole seats on the newly

constituted NEBCEA Hoard of Directors, .The third annual site debriefing

conference held near Portland at VanCouver, Washington in June, at no

cost to this grant, brought together persons from our EBCE sites across

the nation.. This occasiOn was valuable not only fdr- information-

sharing and seeing oletriends but for data gathering for our

experiential learning research.

9 2p.
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Our capacity to continue fostering the spread of EBCE was also..greatly

.

enhanced by a USOE contract we acquired in FY78 to become a Developer-
,

Demonstrator site as part of the National Diffusion Network. We were

able to respond to many more requests with those additional resources.

PRODUCT OF THIS ACTIVITY: .State Strategy guidelines that suggest to

other states hOw.they might approach EBCE networking. These selected

case studies and overall recommendations have imprications for

dissemination of other educational innovations as.well.

"Component iI: Transition and Equity for Special Groups

The purpose of this component -was to validate the ability of proven

eiperiential delivery systems to help individuals who have traditionally

not enjoyed equal acCiss to education and/or employment opportunities

acquire 4kills that enhance ducation and work transition. Our work

focused on the following special groups:

A. Disadvantaged youth*

B. Migrant youth
. s

C. Out-of-school adults

A. Disadvantaged Youth

The disadvantaged youth activity has concentrated on ways EBCE type

strategies can be adapted to the needs of economically disadvantaged

youth who are being served in formal education settings. One area of

high interest has been the career development of young women who are

interested in pursuing nontraditional careers. The field site for this

activity is located in eight Portland high schools, with operational

funding provided by the Laboratory through a contract with thelU.S.
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Department of Labor.Working with Portland school staff, we have adapted

both and out-of-school EBCE-type activities for some 120 young women

Kho elected to particiOaterhis project, which gr.ew out of an earlier

collaboration with the Portland schools on creation of a career

development plan for CETA-qualified youth and eventually all secondary

students, is slated to continue through the 1979-80 school year, with an

intensive follow-up extending through March, 1981. We expect some

'valuable data to emerge.

A second.field site for this activity was the Portland Job Corps Center,

where the emphasis was on adaption of, the EBCE career exploration process

to the mid-training phase of the agri-business cluster. Our goal to

ascertain the extent to which experiential strategies can be used with

'CETA-qualified youth was further accomplished by a field site coMprised

of reservation-based Indian youth in Warm Springs, Oregon. This project

in Central Oregon is"funded by,Youthwork, Inc., and gives us access both

to staff and partiCipanta for technical assistance in EBCE a4aption and

evaluation of results.

fRODUCT OF THIS ACTIVITY: Our guidebook for Aecision-makers in programs

serving CETA -qualified youth describes critical issUbs in LE4/CETA

collaboration that experiential strategies adapted by NWREL address. For

each element a definition'of our approach is provided, followed by a

brief historical perspective, an analysis of what we,are learning, and

.recommendations that policymakets and system operators should consider.

Perhaps more importantly for us, this guidebook will suggest emphasis

areas of research during FY80-82..
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B. Migrant Youth

Migrant youth who either follow tbe crops or who are "settled out" now in

local communities have been recognized as a population with needs for

targeted supplementary learning assistance. This was our second year in

an effort to adapt EBCE technologies to secondary aged migrant yOuth. We

were pleased to see a very success ul pilot program for migrant youth in

the largest "sending" state--Texas finalize with positive results. This

titSSion, Texas field site was a fir t effort to determine if"EBCE would

capture the fancy of traditionally rop-out-prone middle and senior high

school level-migrants who typically teave the Rio Grande Valley in April

to return in October. We also saw th shaky beginning of an anchor

program in Yakima, Washington; however, personnel problems at that site

overshadowed an effective test of EBCE s rategies there. To reach toward

our intended goal of-an interstate network Which would foster the

transfer of credits as students move from s te to state,, our efforts'

concentiated on silaring information about EB between and among federal,
,

state and local,agencies concerne'A with migran eduCation. Indeed, 12

Western Stream states attempted to.secure fundi for a 'joint. project

from the U.S. Department of Labor (bouthwork). hile that venture did

pot prove Successful, we now feel that graesroot support can be

coalesced for an interstate venture. There is a distinct possibility

that USOE funds would support such an-interstate linkage. Dyr_ing.FY80 we

shall actively purpue this possibilitly, for a field site network so- as to

"piggyback" our research. However, an intenstate program to serve mobile

migrant youth that we forecast at the beginning of this grant period

remains only a design on paper..

.p.
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PRODUCT,OF THIS ACTIVITY: A status report of interagency migrant

adaptation activities is included in this "Technical -Summary of FY79

Activities and Evaluation Findings."

"

C. Out-iof.aSchool Adults l

Our out-of-1 hool adults activity benefited considerably from our field'

stt at estern Nevada Community College in Carson City, where staff

there operated a Career Redirections for Adults project which has helped

vle

us understand a great deal more abo t ttiis career development and learning
.

-needs of adults. I. this project, persons participated in a

multi-sOsion, no-fee, independent-study, self-analysis and planning set'

f of.activities supplemented by group counseling. Exploratory experience

.

at community sites was.intluded.

Additionally, separate contracts in Alaika aimed at the education and

occupational needs of adults have been a vital pasrt of our HIE work as

well. One ccintract with the Alas'ka State Department of Education was a

feasibility study and prototype occupational exploration and preparation

access system for rural areas. The second was a Contract to assist-in a

detailedqnventory and analysis of educational and training opportunities

1
in the Kenai region. In both cases, findings have been useful in shaping

research questions for,FY 8042.

PROdiOCT OF THIS ACTIVITY: A report' on our Opt-of-school adults project

details FY79 activities and a companiod notebook of sample materials for

adult career redireCtion comprise the deliverables for this wor.k unit.
. t
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Component HI: Extended Learning

The objectfve of this cluster of activities was to identify the essential

factors of,. and options available throdtp, community-based experiential

education andto Use these strategies effectively in programs where

students and teachers alike seek to extend learning beyond classroom

walls.

Our thrusts . this amponent were several:

A. To conduct research on experiential learning

B. To test the'effectiveness of experiential learning with
gifted and talented youth

C. To develop and field test strategies for teacher
preparation programs interested in adapting experiential
learning into existing cprricula

D. To develop the framework fok a regional information
exchange on experiential learning

.A. 1Research on Experiential Learning

This activity had several interesting facets, all of which were pointing

toward cohcentrated research in FY80-82.1 Our panel' of consultants, whOse

own researdh and involvement in experiential4earning'is substantial,

provided valuable guidance. With their advice we were able to focus on
p.

instrumentation needs and common elements of experiential" learning and

then search gor clarification of these research questions in programs

serving several hundred young people en totum. ,Our collaboration

involVed -such programs as Foxfire (cultural joUrnaiim), the Center for

Rese:irch in Vocatiohal Education, and the Boy Scouts of America. We

chpee)not to hold 4 national conferenCe on the Tmpacts of exPerlential

learning butto make ptesentatitms at national meetingd of people with

ci
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"like minds" and to publish journal articles that help advance the

state-of-the-art (see information exchange section for more details).

PRODUCT OF THIS ACTIVITY: Status of our research on experiential

learning is oontained inthie "Technical Summary of FY79 Activities and

Evaluation Findings."

B. Gifted and Talented Youth

Gifted an4 talented youth have unique needs, beginning with

identification of those young people with particular tlents, and the

gifted who need special nurturing. While there are many programs in the

elementary years to 4ddress such concerns, junior and senior high gifted

programs are few in number. Our two field sites using EBCE for gifted

and talented iunior high youthJefferson County, Colorado and North

Clackamas, Oregon--are proving that the concept works with this age group

even as goals,and objectives encompass far more than career development

and Life skills. Each of these two programsis unusual in its

construction, particularly when compared with our oiiginal EBCE site in

Tigard where -the first strategies were developed. We shall continue our

research on these adaptations of EBCE for ,talented and gifted learners a.swi

part of.our "Exceptional Youth" activity in FY80-82.

PRODUCT,OF THIS ACTrVITY: "Final Evaluation Re'portJeffco Gifted and

Talented PrOgram4and Summary of FY79 Activities and Evaluation
,

Findings."
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C. Teacher Preparation in Experiential Learning

Our teacher preparation activity has demonstrated how pre- and inserviq,

teacher education programs can utilize experiential learning strategies

as a tool for effective teaching. Working with college programs in

Oregon, Idaho and Montana, we were able to encourage application 9f EBCE

strategies both as a separate course of study or workshop, as well as a

thorough infusion of experiential strategies into existing coursework.
A

In a collaborative proect with Portland Ptiblic Schools, using USOE

funds, we designed and tested a six-session Wbrkshop aimed at K-12

teachers, who themselvei went into the community and examined its

potential as a learning resource.

PRODUCT OF THIS-ACTIVITY: A notebook entitled "Teacher Preparation in

experiential Cearning" includes sample syllabi and teaching methods which

can be used both in oollege settings as well ad in school district staff

\\ .devilopment programs.

D. Regional Information Exchange on Experiential Learning

Our regional ihformation exchange was actually a feasibility, test and

exploratory venture to assess the need for and alternative implementation

of patterns for such a service. Documentation of what our staff did

during these past 18 months is a strong endorsement of what' a Regional

Exchange can do. There were dOzens of presentations at conferences,

articles and news items in journals and newsletters, and hundreds of

written and telephoned.responses to requests for information and

referral. Our Regional' Program Advisory Committee has demonstrated'the

Value of this kind of dialogue.as have our annual EBCE site debriefing

2 9
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conferences (see Component I). As this grant period ends, we are

planhing jointly with Alaska Department'of Education for.a two-week

summer workshop in 1980 to demonstrate how in-depth EBCE training can be

coupled with more generalized experiential learping strategies to attract

a broad cross section of K-12 and youth agency staff (using Teacher

Preparation strategies from Activity D bove). "We are planning to

implement the Regional information Exchange in FY80-82 based on this

exploratory phase.

PRODUCT OF THIS ACTIVITY: "Experiential Learning Information Exchange: -

Summary of Activities and Outline of Intended Services."

,,
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SECTION III

EBCE STATE gTRATEGY ACTrVITIES

Scope of'This Report

November 30, 1979 marks the end of NIE funding for a three-year NWREL

.effort to establish EBCE networks in several states. This report will

summarize the technical assistance provided by NWREL during FY 79-80 and
a

suggest the resulting capacity in each of the targeted states to operate

their EBCE State Strategy.

This report will not attempt et), analyze the reasons for the diffeeences

=Ong the states, either in terms of their approaches or the

effectiveness of-the networks. Such an analysis is contained in another

document, the EBCE State itrategy,Guidelines Report, to bb available in

the near future.

.
NWREL's State Strategy Model

NWREL identified seven funct6ns that need to be performed in oder to

have an effective state network that operated independently of Laboratory

assistance:

1. Coordination/leadership of the statewide effort

2.. Brokerage of thi EBCE concept to'interested'audiences

3. Program paanning with districts deciding to adopt or adapt EBCE

4. Staff training and in-service for teachers operating the new EBCE
program .

5. Training of consultants/trainers to perform functions thre and
four above

6. Demonstration of EliCE through operating program sites

7. Evaluation of state netwOrk efforts and of operating.EBCE programs
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For three of these functions--coordination/1eadership, demonstration and

evaluation--NWREL e'stablished'no formal training and certification

process but assisted in their development with both materials and

'consultant assiAtance. The four remaining functions--brokerage, program

planning, staff training and training of consultant/trainers--are the

1
ones soecifiiC to EBCE processes, program installation and information.

-

For each of these functions NWREL,developed specific trdining activities,

described in the EBCE Trainer's Handbook, and a certification process,

described in the document titled "NWREL EBCE Certification Process."

Participating States

First-Round State Strategy States. States in this category had four

things in common: they were funded with NIE money in 1976 specifically

to develop a network; their state departments initiated the planning and

training effort; they a funded coordinator located in the state

department; and they had a'written plan for EBCE training and

dissemination.

Four states--Illginoisfr Nevada, Texas and Wyoming--selected NWREL as their

lead Lab from among the four Labs offering EBCE technical assistance.

Seconcyound State Strategy States. States in this category were

seleCt'ed in 1977. They differed from the first round states in these

ways: they receil;ed no specific funding to establish a network, but they

did receive from NWREL free technical and training assistance; their

state departments provided support and 000rdination; coordinators were

assigned but'state strategy was not necessarily their only job 6
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description; written state plans for training and dissemination were

required. Colorado, Idaho and Oregon became NWREL's second-round states.

U nofficial State Strategy State. In Michigan, a grassroots EBCE network
,

.grew without formal recognition or support-..from NIE. This effort will be

included here as an interesting addition to the first- and second-round

states.

4

First-Round State Strategy States

Illinois' state strategy plan was uniqUe awing all the NIE state strategy

sates in its emphasis on widespread awareness,over the entire three-year

peiiod. In addition, particular attention was paid to orienting

university staff to EBCE's applicability to-their education courset and

preparing them as key participants in the statewide-network.

As a result, of seven individuals entified as NWREL EBCE brokers, s x

are university instructors; a seventh,university instructor is an
\

Experience-Based Learning (EBL) imstructor. One of the university people

who is A broker is also a planner, EBL instructor andyttainer of brokers,

planners and EBL instructors. hhother "university broker" As also a

trainer, EBL instructor_a4 trainer of brokers mid trainers.

NWREL7arranged technical asSistance during Fy 78774, listA below,

included a trfp by the Colorado state strategy coordinator who is

NWREL-icertifled in all technical assistance functions.

29
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Date
Type of
Session

3/3-8 Staff Training
(Jan Cromwellv

Colorado)

8/7 Consultation
regarding State
Strategy Plan 4

Audience
Number of

Participants

State Strategy
. Coordinator and

Decatur staff 5 7

State Strategy
Coordinator

Nevada

Nevada °once tratod on developing a tfitinitig dapabflity at the state

level, in the Department of Education. Training,was viewed as a

oontinuing responsibility of the state education agency and few regional

or local EBCE staff members have been engaged by the state coordinating

office to augment Olds staff training capacity.

In 1979, NWREL'delivered the following technical assistance to support\

Nevada's state strategy:

4, Date

10/22 -

23

Type of
Session Audience

Awaraness/Stpff Steldart Indian
Training / School staff

Number.of
Days Participants

2 5

At the end of the oontract period, six operating EBCE sites had been

started with NWREL technical assistance and four had been trained by

Nevada's one NWREL certified broker/planner/staff trainer/EBL

in'structor/trainer of brokers, planners, trainers and EBL instructors.

Texas

Texas developed a cadre of trainers in regional service centers

throughout the !tate as well as preparing trainers at the (State

Educational Agency (SEA) level. This state has a thorough system of

service district staff with primary responsibilityifor absesaing distrift

30
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needs and recommending alternative'programs. Since these individuals are

in frequent contact with local districts, the coordinator used this
Or.

structure to develop an ongoing training capacity.

A

NWREL was called upon to deliver no technical assistance in Texas during

FY 78-79. During the three-year contract period, two sites were

initiated with NWREL's help and none were started without it. Fourteen

people are certified as brokers, ten as planners,, none as staff rairlers

and eight as trainers of both brokers and planners.

Wyoming'

The functions in the Wyoming State Strategy network are shared among

several members of the networking team as follows:.

1. EBCE awareness and orienbation: UniverNity of Wyoming and staff
from schools presently operating EBCE programl

2. Diagnosis and planning: State Department of Education EBCE
coordinator.

1

3. Installation (implementation): university and local school
district staff trained in EBCE.

4. Modification and operatiOns monitoring: State Department
coordinator.

Pour individuals are NWREL-certified staff trainers as members of a team

(i.e., no one individual is fully, certified), and one person is a broker,

planner and trainer of brokers. Five sites were NWREL-assistedl none

have been started by Wyoming staff alone.

36
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Following is a summary of technical assistance delivered by NWREL in FY

78-79:

Date
Type of
Session Audience

Number of
Days Participants ,

Planning for Staff Fremont qchool
8/1 Training District (SD) 1 1

8/20-21 Staff Training Fremont Sp 2 10

1/22-26 Staff Training Fremont SD 1 1

I.

Colorado

Second-Round State Strategy SEates

X

Colorado has developed its awn system, patterned after NWREL's, of

training individuals in both the SEA and in local EBCE programs. In this

state, resource training teems are being used to provide start-4p

training to new EBCE staff members. This oPtion operates ih.concert with

strong central coordination of training and effectilk utiliaetibn of

4°.

local training resources.

Six people are trained as brokers, five as planners and five as staff

0

trainers; one is a trainer of brokers, one a trainer of planners and

five are trainers of trainers.

'Six projects, which include 16 schools, have been started with NWREL

assistance; two began witi; Colorado staff support only.
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In FY 78-79, NWREL provided the following services:

Type of
Date Session Audience Days

Number of
Participants

10/2-6 Staff Training Jefferson County SD 5 10

11/13-
'17 Staff Training Jefferson County SD 5 15

Follow-Up
4/19-- Technical

(!T0 Assistance Jeffer'son County SD 2 2

Trainer
6/4 Certification Jefferson County SD 1 1

Idaho

The Idaho State Career Education Coordinator is also the coordinator for
,

the NIE-sponsored Idaho State EBCE.NetWorlik This indiVrdual, a

NWREL-certifred EBCE broker, routinely includes an-EBCE overview in

career education presentations she makes throughOut the state.

Five other brokers comprise the NWREL-certified staff in Idaho.

pp

Of the two EBCE projeCts, one received NWREL assistance and the other

spun off from thfat'original prqject in the same town.

Technical assistance delivered during FY 78J-79 follows:

4? Type of
Date Se* ion

,

11/16 Awareness

Orsgon

Audience
Number of

Days Participants

Several Districts 1/2 20

81/4

Ore§on has used a training system which emphasized certifying EBCE staff

in operating EBCE progrAms to fill staff training needs. However, in

this state an informal network with extensive experience but no lab
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certification has been available as well. The state coordinator is

apprised of all qualified trainers in the state and refers requests to

the most regionally appropriate resource.

The NWREL-certified individuals include six brokers, one planner and

three trainers. Four sites started with NWREL assistance and one without.

Following is a summary of NWREL technical assistance during FY 78-79:

TYPe of Number of
Days Seision Audience Days Participants

Albany School
12/15 Staff Training District SD 1 2

Oregon Regional.,
Coordinatorg--

1/11 Awareness Migrant Programs -1 14

1/2', Programllanning North Clackamas SD 1/2 2

1/18 Program Planning North Clackamas SD 1/2 1

Program Planning North glackamas SD 1

2715 Staff Training North Clackamas SD 1 6

2/28 Staff Training North Clackamas SD 1/2 6

Regional Program
For Deaf, Portland

2/27 Prografi Analysis Community College 1/2 1

3/13 Awareness OR State University 1/2 1

3/5 Awareness OSU graduate students 1/2 5

3/7 Awareness Oregcm Upward Bdund 1/2 ,2

'Type of NuMber of

Date Session Audience Days Participants

3/6
3/15
3/29 Staff Training North Claciwmas SD 2 1/2 6

4/11
4/12
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5/10 Staff Tiaining Notth Clackamas SD 2 6

Oregon Regional
4/19 Broker Training Coordinators 1 4

Career Information
5/1 Awareness System 1/2 1

Marion County
Educational Service

6/5 Awareness District (ESD) 1/2 1

6/6 Debriefing North Clackamas SD 1/2 6

6/13 Awareness Multnomah ESD 1)2

7/12 Awareness Multnomah ESD 1/2 1

8/27-29 Staff Training Warm Springs 2

9/4-5 ,Staff Training Warm Springs 2 4

9/13-14 Staff Training Warm Springs 2

Portland
9/13 Awareness Public Schools 1/2 1

10/26 Awareness Beaverton 1/2 1

11/13 Awareness Linfield College 1/2 15

\ State Strategy Oregon State Dept.
11/23 Program Review of Education (SDE) 1/2 1

Unofficial State Strategy State

Michigan

Michigan has a training capacity located solely in the hands of local

staff. These individuals currently provide coordination of all EBCE'

activities and offer training to'districts interested in the EBCE

programs. Although these trainers have not completed official

certification, they ire amply qualified to carry on the training role and

aid in implementing neW sites. 'Their organized and economical approach
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to dissemination,-plus thowbenefit of having ready contact with peers, is

proving to be a particularly valuabie and effective approach.

At the end of the NIE contract period, two individuals were

NWREL-certified as brokers and pl,anners. Four aites had been 'started

With NWREL assistance and one with Michigan help only.

Technical assistance from NWREL during the year included the following:

Type of Number of
Days Session Audience Days, Participants

Planning for State
1/8-10 Cdnference

Statewide Aware-

Michigan SDE 3 6

2/16 ness Conference Many Districts 2 100

Awareness/Program Western Michigan
5/23 Planning University 1 2
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.SECTION IV

ADAPTATIONS OF EWCE FOR MIGRANT YOUTH

Status Report on Interagency Migrant Adaptation

IntroductiOn to the Problem

- Traditional educational delivery methods have not been Able to retain

4ligrant youth in school; Education that mobile migrant youth have

received'in _the public schools has been' fragmented because of

inconsistency In ,the delivery of services between school districts.
3

Until the birth of the Migrant Student Record Transfer System,'there was

little or nO coordination between districts to establish some sort of

continuity in the educap.rion of migrant children as.they moved from school

to school.

Inoonsistency not only creates negative experiences for 'the migrant

student; but for the teachers themselves. Not al/ di'stricts have mi6fant

st)Vents, but those that do haye already witnessed'an'almost 100% failure

rate of their migrant students, and they have. become accustomed to

c expecting failure. .There'are few reliable estimates that.can be given

regarding ttie numbers of past failures by migrant youth in the country.-

Even current data are contradictory. Reports by Rural America (Seiit..

110
1977) and by Legal Services Corpo on (May 1977) illustrate this fact

1

quite c1ear14, 'as different agencies try to address ttiN problems faced by

migrant farm

describe who\

workers ahd their families. Even the definitions tO

are to be oonsideramigrants have caused great debate.

A

The number of migrant farm workers in the Un1z4d States has been

estimated to be as high as 6,000,000. In 1973, it was estimated that'

J-
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5,000,040 migrant and seasonal farm workers were eligible for services by

the Office of Economic Opportunity,..now known as the Community Services

Administration. This year the U.S. Office of Education estimated that it

serves approximately 500,000 migrant children through the Title I of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and that 500,000 more children

are eligible for their services. No agency, private or public, can

, provide exact numbers of migrant workers or how many children would be

eligible.T services throtigh- Title I-M programs. The average

educational 1,1/el attained by migrants is estimated t5 be at the sixth or

seventh grade:

Academic assessments completed by Marion County, Oregon migrant staff

have' shown that most migrant youth are one to three grade levels below

the norm in all subject areas.

The failure of migrant children cannot be blamed on the children

themselves, their families or the fact that they move frequently. What

many leaders are beginning to recogpize isthat traditional educational

delivery methods mlll not work fo9 migrant youth, no matter how much

tutoring.and counseling is offered. A system is needed that can provide

the migcant youth with a c;rinuous educational experience and an
6

educational philos6Phy that does not blame the migrant youth or their

environment, but takes them forward from where they are.

Is Ceeer EcIpcation an Answer? In a recent research report, "WOrk

Experience and Career Education Programs for Migrant Children,c Rdbertot

S. Guerra (Austin, Texas) , discusses some important

considerations to keep n mind regarding career eAucation programs for

38
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A
migrant' students. He writes, "...many migrant.children live in rural or

semi-rural areas of the Country, where Jobe and consequent career options

are limited." He recommends the following for migrant career education

Iltprograms: (1) that they (the students) be exposed to a wide range of

career alternatives; (2) that they be provided with the basic skills

\necessary to compete in the existing labor markets, and (3) that they

4acquire adequate decision-making capabilities, especially ia regard to

careers. Mr. Guecra was not able to find programming in his research

that addressed the needs of secondary migrant youtg.

The need for a secondary program for migrant youth is clear. Acommunity

based interstate program for migrant youth may provide a framework for

cooperation between states and migrant programa that will give migrant

youth oontiguity in their education and reasons to remain in school.
4

Thh problem seems to grow for each indkividual migrant child as he or she

moves fram one grade level to another. And it becomes most acute at the

secondary level,' where,there already is a shortage-of programs for

migrant youth.

Overview of Migrant EBCE,

With m est funding from NIE, work began in February, 1978 to disseminate

EBCE for migrant student use. General mailings to all state migrant

directors were sent, with information about EBCE, and some district

directors who expressed an in)erest received telephone'calls and personal

visits.

13
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These early efforts resulted 0 two pilot projects, the first in Mission,

Texas and the second in Yakima, Washington. Staff in both projects had

been speci.ally trained, aria had received experience working with migrant

youth. It was felt that although migrant youth had untque-problems due

to their transfant statUs and economic situations, EBCE would-add new

meaning to the educational process. While in the program, they would not

only improve their basic skills and life skills, but they-would also

explore careers. This type oelearning seemed practical and Uheful for

. migrant youth, who needed immediate help, not help four yeais in the

future.

what Distinguishes. EBCE for Migrant Youth. Decision-makers in the Texas

and Washington pilot programs sought waysAo blend migrant youths' needs

in lifesskills, social development,and career knowledge with real life

experiences via hands-on activities wherever people were working and real

work was going on. By providing migrant youth with these cumulative

%

-experiences in a variety of everyday work settings, the pilot tests

sought tO help migrant youth (a)- know themselves.better.by refining thAll

interests, abilities and values to develop realistic and obtainable ,

career and life goals, (b) underitand that tfley have perosonal power and

can have control over theirslives, (c) build the decision-making skills

needed to put what they have learned together with what they want to do,

(d) learn that basic skills in written And oral communications and

mathematics are essential for accomplshing their career and personal

goals, (e) gain a broad understanding_of the world of work--its

relevancies, rewards and sprtcomings--by learning what they could expect
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from it hnd what it would require of them, and (f) discover-that the

adult world is ngt simply an "establishment" but is made Up of many*

different people with their own goals, values and,personal

characteristi6s. /
It

-

Like EBCE for "regular" schools, this adaption was based on the idea that

experience folltrs knowledge, and knowledge creates expertise and

success. Most migrant youth not only suffer from economic poverty, bilt

they are als0 experience-Poor. They are particularly lacking in

experiences in the democratic process and the free enterprise of business

and work community. EBCE can help migrant youth make the transitions

between commmnities and various cultures they may encounter and to learn

to oope w14,1 the various differences. Since so many migrant"youth leave.
the educational systerewithout a career focus, the program is aimed at

helping the youth become sware of their own skills and abilities, assess

the economic and career opportunities available to'them, and th begin

realistic career decision-making processes. Another purpcse i to

provide positive and successful work/learning experiences Lor the

participating youth in areas of interest to them. gach program provides

relevant local data that will familiarize each student. with the local

community and agencies which could provide services or opportunities for

them and theer families. 'This emphasis developsicareftilly`planned

community development techniques as well as sensitive and strOng.parental

nvolvement in the ent1.r career deveiopment process.

:
Each program deveXops a personalized learning and career plan based on

ndividually identified and'assessed needs of each participating youth.

These plans are negotiated with the student and made available to parents

4.
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AS well as each program the migrant youth attends. The individual

learning plan %All change as the needs of -the migrant youth change.

Participating youth have program input through negotiatl,ons with project

.staff on all activities in which they will be involved while in the

program. The negotiation process begins upon their entry into the

program (parental involvement begins here also) in the development of
-

their personal learning and career development plan.

Migr.ant youth work on developing basic skills bir performing real work-

activities in the local business community. Basic.skill development

-reflects each student's basitc educ&tion needs while working in career

areas of their own choosing. Migrant youth get a realistic view of the

need to develop their basic skills which are essential to accomplish

their career,and personal goals. All career explorations, job

development, skill building and other activities that migrant youth\do in

the community and the center earn them academic cre'dit upon successful

ompletion. The program integrates basic skills,.life skills and career

development into all activities.

Ideally, if an interstate network were created, participants would be

able to take their projects and assignments with them to other programs.

Cooperation betwhen the business community and the school districts, to

provide educational and Career servie4s to migrant youth, is a major

emphasis of E8C2. The migrant youth spend about 50 percent of their time

in the conmunity at job sites exploring careers, and at other community

sites collecting data to omplete-academic assignments. The community
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experiences place students in public and private agencies, where they

will be apprised of services available and how those agencies can be used

for their personal development as citizens and consumers.

A. staff member in Mission, Texas put it this.way;

13.

"It is a total educational delivery system designed around the

needs of the students, which blends textbook learning with

hands-on experiential learning An the community through

projects, career explorations and practical survival skills

development. Most programs try to fit the students into the

entire progr,m, rather than designing an individual learning

plan for each student."

Research Fi.ndings

Literature Review. Two methods were used to search for programs or

matenials related to career education for secondary migrant students.

The first was a computerized ERIC search in calendar 1978, using

descriptors which linked career education with migrants and career

,

.

!e!

education with secondaryinigrant programs. Interstate and interagency
-,

descriptors were also used in conjunction with secondary migrant

programs. The results were sparse. No programs were found to link

career education for migrant "Students at the secondary level. There were

several interagency and insterstate migrant programs, but only one that

was aimed at the seCondary leVel: the Washington-qexas Credit Exchange

Program withikheir headquarters in Connell, Washington.

The second method used consisted of contacting existinArograms by

telephone, visiting their libraries and talking with staff persons'who

had been involved with migrant programs. The SaleM, Oregon migrant
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Education Service Center had a research document in their library written

in 1976 by Robert S. Gudrra (Austin, Texas) entitled, "Work Experience

and Career EiJucation Programs for Migrant Children." This is a

well-researched position paper which advocates the infusiori of career

education into migrant education programs. Mr. Guerra did not mention

any existing research.projects or current programs in Career education

for secondary migrant studenti.

Other Migrant Career Education Programs

Based on contacts with state leaders, we found career-oriented programs

for secoindary migrant students in the states of Washi.ngton, Mississippi

and Georgia.

A
Washington. The.Migrant Opportunity Center located in Yakima, Washingon

has a program to serve migrant students at the secondary level. The

program includes, but is not limited to, learning experiences in the
vl

following as they relate to work: appreciatronird attitudes;

self-awareness; decision-making; dducational, economic and skill

awareness; employability skills, and supplementary subsistence.

Mississippi. The Migrant Caieer Education Program located in the Leflore

County Schools, Greenwood, Mississippi serves students in grades 7-12.

The students receive continuous evaluation of their career objectives by

attending their career education classes two hours.per week. Testing,

explorhon packets and field'trips are a major emphasis of this program.
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Georgia. The North Geor.gia Cooperative Education Service Agency has a

career education peogram_on wheels for the Migrant Consortium Career

Education. They have a complete K-12 career education program for the

migrant students. The program is divided into three'major segments by

grade level. K-6 is Career Awareness done through a variety of

activities. In grades 6-9, the Comprehensive Occupational Assessment

Training System (COATS) is implemented. 'In grades 10-12,. the emphasis is

on career preparation, also accomplished through a variety of hands-on

, experiences, field trips and-exploration packets for several careers.

During December, 1978 the Yakima, Washington project staff were trained

to implement our EBCE model, using their own students. NWREL eceived a

curriculum guide from the Georgia project that included learni,ng

activities for grades 10-12, which included self-realizationfreconomic

efficiency, social relationships and civic responsi- bilities. Also

included were learner goals and objectives for the same four areas listed

above. Most of the activities appeared to be classroom activities that

could occur in various classes at a high school, such as English,,

Mathematics, Social Studies, History, Health and Physical Education,

Science. There were also role playing activities, discussions and field

trips.

This model is being considered for adoption by the Georgia Carey

Education Task Fofce, Migrant Education Division, for grade K-12. The

classroom'aCtivities were developed by the Hawaii Career Development

Continuum project and sponsored by the Georgia State Department of'

Education. The guide is available from the North Georgia CESA Migrant
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Consortium, P.O. Box 867, Canton, GA 30114. Telephone: (404)

475-4559.

A

Title I Migrant Education IsSues and Concerns

Jlwegtesearch efforts were made bo determine the cOncerns whicr migrant

student educators and administrators had for the present and future needs

of migrant children at the secondary level.

e'

Every person with whom we spo e-relardling programming for migrant youth
I v

At the secondary level expr s an interest in EBCE, and reiterated the

contern to develop progranlmthg. Some states have begun to develop and/or

investigate possible programs

4%,

The November 13, 1978 Federal Register Part III Grants fo State

Educational AijenciesMigrant Children, has an appendix entitled "Sumnary

of Comments and Responses,"(dealing with state migrant program directors'

concerns reArding migran student education, as follows:

46

Dropout Prevention

The Use of Title I-M Funds .to Pay Students
,

'Individualiied Learning Plans for Each Migrant Student,

Basic Skills Develops:tent

Guidance an'd Acc:ountabiliti

Providing an Epucation Beyond Basic Instruction

Career Development 4 ba

Paiental -Involvement



/.
'Th6 Use of Title I-M Funds to Pay Students. EBCE can be considered a

work/study prolect which is designed to meet the students' educational

needs.

Individualized Learning Plans for Each Migrant Student. In order for

EBCE to provide dor each student as a unique individual, an assessment of

basic skills, career interests, life goals and 1.arning style, (which is

how a student learns best) iS made for each student. This assessment

information provides the basis for developing the student's individual

learning plan. This information is then shared with the student, the

staff,e student's parents and employer instructors with whom the

student comes in contact in the community. ,The student's learning plan

is alwayS referred to when learning activities are prescribed so as to_

Dreflect the student's needs.

Basic Skills Development. EBCE basic skills development concentrates on

reading mathematics, writing, listening and speaking skills essential,in

performance of tasks and functions which students will encounter in the

program and the community. Bast ills represent one of three,EBtE

curriculum components and are integrated throughout the program..

Guidance and Accountability. Guidance and accountability are,in'tegrated

throughout the prograwrather than being treated as,a separate function,

student problems are dealt with when they occur with whomever is

involved. EBCE sEaff help students make decisions and tSke

responsibility for their own actions.

1,
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Awareness and pisiemination of MigraniEBCE

Wi.th the apparent national lack of programming for migralwoutti At the

sedondary level, NWAEL embarked on a,planned test of the idea at,both

policy;and operational levels.

Strategies'for Awareness.,'As of February, 1978 EBCE was basically

unknown to migrant student educators and had only been suggested asia

possible solution by people already using EKE. Since most existing :DICE

programs are part of a school district, it made sense to contact the
C.

people in the Title I Migrant programs already-wosking with migrant youth

in districts throughout the United States. TItle I migrant student

_education programs have been in existence since 1967 and haVe a well

established national organization. The awareness strategy was to utilize

their existing channels of communication, starting at the national office-

in Washington, D.C. Subsequently, various state migrant youth directors

as well as certain individuals were pointed out.0 being interested in'
.

EHCE.

Awareness strategy brochure" and materials were put together and used

extensively in contacting additional interested individuals and national

migrant education conferences. General mailings to all state migrant

directors were sent, with information about EBCE, and some district

directors who expressed an interest receiVed telephone cal* amod personal

visits.

(
Selected presentations were Made at various migrant conferences. For

example, Humberto Reyna made a presentation to all'state migrant
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6
directors at their Silver Springs, Maryland meeting in December, 1978.

In February, 1979 two presentations were made to 40 rducators and parents

at the Western Streams Migrant Conference in Sacramento, California.

Sixty more educators, directors and parents wer'e given .eBat awareness

during three presentations at the Twelfth Annual Migrant Education

Conference, held in May, 1979 at Virginia Beach, Virginia.

StOLtegies for Dissemination. The initial strategy was to eStablish a

pilot Migrant EBCE project and validate EBCE for migrant student use. At

the.same time we would have a project to use as a demonstration site for

others expressing an interest' in Migka.r.....EBCE.

It was anticipated ,that 'several sites would be set up following the

initial pilot projects so that we could then help s'Oe migrant students

move framsone Migrant EBCE site to another. The idea of Migrant EBCE was

well received everywhere but no commitments to start programs were firmed

up. Consequently the idea of having a migrant youth move from one EBCE

site to another remained an idea irather than a reality. The interest in

EBCE still exists and vie should continue to pursue those states most

interested.

One thing did become abundantly clear.. EBCE for mobile migrant' youth will

only be feasible if there are programs or personnel ready to receive the

stpdents once they leave their home school.
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Pilot Programs

Two pilot sites were established --one in Mission, Texas (October, 1978)

and a'nother in Yakima, Washington (December, 1978). Each program-began

with 20 students and operated for one year..

Mission, Texas. The progream pIanning.and staff training for the Mission

Migrant' EBCE was oompleted inllate September, 1978 and 20 students began

in October. Sue Cook a NW/1EL EBCE trainer, conducted the training. The

staff started instrumentation of their EBCE program before the treifning

was completed, by recruiting community sites and writing projects to be

incorporated. The Mission, Texas Migrant EBCE program operated eqpally

efficient as other EBCE site programs the first year... Funding for the

second year was not forthcoming.

4

Yakima, Washington. The Yakima site went through some difficult times.

They had an existinglicareer-oriented support service program fOr myrant

youth (mostly part-time) when the staff were'told that they needed more

activities for the students and t'hat EBCE ws to be used. .NWREL program

start-up technical,assiAtance was provided at no cost to the district in

return for NWREL's being given data about the program as a pilot site for

0

migrant students using EB learning strategies. NWREL continued

1
technical assistance and aining at various tiMes during the year.

However, because of staff resignations and poor Communication, the

project was terminated.
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'Future Directions

Past NWREBPresearch, conversations and interviews with migrant educators

from various states have led staff to believe there is a lack of

programming at the secondaryleveL for migrant student youth. There are

no programs that prollide the migrant secondary youth with a continuous

educational experience as they move from one Achool to another,'

Research has-alsd-revealed that-migrant educatorS everywhere are anxious

to provide the same type of educational experiences to migrant youth that -

are a regular part of an EBCE project.,

With this in iind, the following recommendations are offered:

There, hag been increasing support for developing an
, interstate/intrastate educationalmetwork for secondary migrant

youth by various migrant educators and NWREL should continue to
make EBCE available to migrant educators as a vehicle for a
national educational program for junior and senior high school
migrant youth.

. .

NWREL should continue.to assis.t Title I Migrant programs at the
state and local.jevel to secure additionalpfunding for startup
costs, such as the training of a cadre of Migrant EBCE' staff
trainers and program planners. These trainers are needed to
make Migrant EBCE a part of the national migrant educational
experience. This self-sufficienCy should.be stresaed when
talking.lAth migrant educators.

NWREL, along with state migrant directors, should begin to
develop a pilot interstate,program with a few'states Such as in
the 4estern Migrant stream and involve as many distrlcts as will
participate. Migrant edUcatOrs already,have experience in
disseminating a national prograe as they are doing right now in
iiplementing the NatfOnal.SkilZs. Transmittal system: The same
Skills Transmittal system cOuld be integrated inio EBCE learning. .

strategies for migrant youth.
.

.

Translating EBCE student materials.).nto Spanish would make it a
, more desirable program for some migrant educators. The ,

translation wbuld also make the program available to a larger
migrant population, including adults&

. . .
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Costs of,a Migrant EBCE prognam oqerations, start-up and per
pupil costs are of great ooncern to migrant educators in
deciding to eveil look at EBCE as a viabld program. NWREL
ihould put together some facts and figures that would specify
costs with some.sossible comparisons of other migrant programs
currently operatfrig.

Finally, Migrant EBCE program directors at various le4ls should
. be invited to attend the National EBCE conference and also to

visit NWREL in Portland. TheY already approve of the idea of
EBCE and its learning strategiesbut they have diff,iculty

) visualizing the piogram at work.
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Evaluation SummarY of the Mission T-6xas Adoptation'of EBCE

lor

This section presents a tummary.of evaluation data analyzed by the

evaluation unit of the Education and Work Program at the Northwest

Regional tducational Laboratory for the Mission Texas Migrant EBCE

project. The 1978-79 school year marks the first year of pilot testing

the adaptation of the Experience-Based Career.Education project with

migrant students: The data obontained in this report need to be regarded

as prelimin since the Mission Texas project was in Lts very first year

of operation and full year data are available on only eleven students.

Initially approximately 50 students indicated an interest in joining the

1
Mission Texas Migrant EBCE program. Of that number a few parents

declined to approve of their child's participation, several needed

special education and some were found to have not migrated in several

years and, thus, were excluded from participating. In selecting students

to participate, an'seffort was made to get a balance of males And females

and.a balance of students of high, medium :and,low acadelnic ability. In

October 1978 the Migrant EBCE program started /ith 17 ninth grade

. students.

The Texas Education Agency gave permission for EBCE to award nine

credits--three in English, three in mathematics and three ae a career

education elective. The EBCE Process Checklist completed by,t4 project

director indicated the program has incorporated the NWREIJ objectives in ,

. career development, basic skills and experiential outcomes. .Many NWREL

EECE competencits and life skills projects aye part of the curriculum.
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Students learn about various careers through visiting job sites and

completing career exploration packages. Students can select one or more

sites for a more in-depth study referred to as a learning level.

Throughout their participation in EBCE students are requiied to write in

a personal student journal which is shared with a project staff member

who responds to the student's experiences and feelings. Finally; the

EBCE Essenttal Characteristics Checklist, also completed by the project

director, indicated that the program is operating in a way that is

consistent with NWREL's philosophy of ESCE.

Student Information

On the Student Background Questionnaire students'were asked to rate,seven

factors as to how important each was in, deciding to join the Mission

program. Rated as extremely important was wanting "to prepare for a job"

(average of 4.6 on a 5 point scale.) Students vated wanting "to learn

how cling to sphoolecan help get them a job", "to learn about careers"

and "to get.regular school credits-while learning about different jobs" as

other important factors (averages of 4.2, 4.2 and 4:0 respectively.)

On the Leftrhing Style Self Assessment Mission EBCE students were asked in
-1

..
what physical situation they learned-best. Both the male 4nd female

studentit indicated that they learned best in quij4t. places. The male

students also 1.4dicated that they preferred to:re alone while learning.

.When asked about the ways they chose td "learn, none of the male students.

hose "attending class" as away in which tO learn. Rather, 75 pecent

of the males chode "hands on" activities as the primary way in w'hich they

chose to learn.
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The students were also asked to check what they thought were the hardest

things for them to"do in school. None of the female students felt that

reading was a hard subject for them and, when asked what they thought

they needed the most work in, none of the female students.checked

reading. This is tnteresting since, on the CAT reading test, tlie females

, scored lower tieth the males and, also, lower than on any.other subtest of

the CAT.

Student Evaluation Findings

Data inclpded in this section consist of: 1) case study studgnt

interviews conducted in December nd February by NWREL staff, 2) pre and

(\
post use of a semantic differential, 3) Student End-of-Frofect°

Questionnaire, 4)
ri

completed by each

performance record of projects and competencies

s'tudent, 5) attendance data and grade'point average

cGtky for EBCE and comparison group students, 6) the*CAT basic skills

data and 7) case study laig summary.

'Case Study Student Interviews

Six ninth grade migeant students were selected for the case studies out

of the 17 enrolled in EBCE. Students were selected,jointly by the

evaluation and project director, to include two students of above average'

4

ability, two of average ability and two of below average abilityu One

male and one femal4 were selected from each of these three levels.

Students were tOld tile purpose fdr the intervidw, that their individUal

responses and opinions would be held confidential and that a summary of

theqr pollective cesponses would be given td the staff.
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Interviews were conducted by two different Education and Work Program

staff in December, 1978 and February, 1979. The first interview sought

general information on the 3tudent3' perceptions of the EBCE program and

the types of activities in which they were engaged. The case study

students ,reported entering EBCE for a variety of reasons, primarily to

learn about jobs (four indicated this). They appeared to generalrAir

approve of the cartmunity site explorations and the individualized

curriculuM of EBCE.

In February Humberto Reyna, a NWREL staff member, made an evaluation site

visit that included interviews with the six Mission Migrant EBCE case

study students. Summarized below 'are Mr. Reyna' s observations based on

t hese i nter vi ews .

The focus for the February interviews was on students' perceptions of

their responsibilities in EBCE, in the regular-school program and at

home. All the students seemed to have a good understanding of their

responsibilities as students in general. Three of the students were not .3

too interested in being in school; two felt thai, if they had to be in

school; they preferred El3CE and one student wanted out of FBCE so he

wouldn't have .to do anything at school.

There were a couple of contrasting things expressed by staents regarding

the difference between the EBCE program and the regular school: el*

Students felt they had a choice in doing things in EBCE. They
seemed to feel less restri"cted to ask questions about their work
in EBCE.
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They felt that'in both settings you had to do the work but in
the regular class, if you did not do your work or assignments
correCtly, you just flunked and it was OK with the teacher. In
EBCE you had to do it over and do it right.

#
Students in EBCE felt responsible to help each other out at
least by mat_bothering each other, while they felt little or no
responsibility towards their classmates in regular classes

Students said that the only responsibili,ty they had in regular
classes was to do work and some didn't really feel obligated to
do the assignments in their regular classes. However, they all
felt they were required to complete their work in EBCE. It had
to be done even if it meant they would have.to miss goirqg out to
the commuhity for awhile.

Semantic Differential

A semantic differential instrument developed bY VWREL several years ago

was used to evaluate any change in students' perceptioris towards the

ooncepts "me", "schbol", "work", "adults" ana "learning." A toired

t-test was run to determine if pre- and sosttest scores were

0
significantly different, and no significant differences were found.

Students' scores increased somewhat on the concepts of "me" and'"work

and decreased sOmewhat on the concepts of "school", "adults" and

"learning".

Student End-of-Project Questionnaire

This questionnaire develofed by NWREL was completed by 11 EBCE stuaents

in May. The, purpcee of the instrument was to obtain year-end data on

A.
certain questions asked of students when they entered EBCE to assess

change in career preferences,'if any, and the factors influencing such

4
changes, to assess self-concept and perceived oral communication skills,

to obtain student reflections on aspects of their EBCE experiences and to

determine perceived strengths and weaknesses in the program.'
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As was true at the beginning of the school year, most of the EBCE

students intend to be working full or part-time one year after completing

high school. Nine of the 11 students in May indicated a plan to continue

their education one or more years beyond high school although none

planned to graduate from cal.ege.

In October 14 of the 17 students had never observed or worked at one of

two jobs they felt they would like to hold after completing'their

education. In May only two of 11 students indicated they had never done

so. Thus, EBCE gave students a chance to abserve or work in potential

career fields of interest that theY otherwise would not have had the

chance to do. In May, however, three of the 11 students indicated they-

did not.*know where to begin in preparing for an8 entering a job they

would most like to hold after graduation, six slid they had-some idea,

but only two felt the steps were quite clear. This pattern was quite

similar to that in October thus suggesting students were not helped much

An understanding how to prepare tor a job of interest to them.

Five of the 11 students changed career preferenCes while in EBCE.

Reasons for such chrges were recognifion of job hazards, inadequate pay

,and too much education required. Advice from someone who works at the

job and/or experience in observing OT trying out the job were the main

factors that influenced a chinge.

When asked to rate the overall quality of the EBCE program, nine'students

rated it excellent or good and two gave it an average rating. None rated

it poor. If they had to do it over again eix- would decide to particq4(e
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in EBCE. It provided more opportunity to learn about occupations than

does the regular high school program. Eight students felt more motivated

to learn in EBCE than in the regular high school progr*m and nonelelt

less motivated to learn._

In completing an open-ended question related to perceived strength

their EBCE program, seven indicated career explorations opportunities,

four identified new learning opportunities, two said the student-staff

relationships and two vid the program was generally g..d. In

identifying weaknesses, seven said no weaknesses, two indicateespecific

expectations not met, one said the prOgram has a spec al education

-

reputation and one said he or she did not have eno h time on

competencies.

Performance Records

In addition to snalyzing.student pre- and.posttest dath, records were

kept of the number of career explorations, competencies an ojects

completed by each student. EBCE students in the program.for the full

year were expected to complete eight career explorations, five

competencies and eight projects. Students completed 97 percent of the

expected explorations, 93 percent,of the competencies and 91 percent of

the projects.

Attendane/GPA

In comparl,ng attendance records, there was no significant difference

between the EBCE and comparison group (10 veksus eight days

respectively.) The few students with extensive absences-this year had
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causes beyond their control such as illness, death of a father or other

family problems. Eight students were absent five days or less; seven
/10

were absent between-six and 15 days and two were absent more than 15 days

(32 and 42 respectively.)
.

Comparisons were made between the GPA of EBCE and comparison group

students with the GPA for the prior year as a covariate. For the

comparison group students their GPA remained oonstant (83.8 for last year

and 83.3 for this year) while the GPA for EBCE students increased (from

79.8 laSt year to 83.3 for this year). The difference between the two

groups was/significant at the .10'level in favor of the EBCE students.

CAT Basic Skills

CAT scores were collected in April by the District in the areas of

reading, language, math and reference skills. The Mission EBCE students

ranged frcm the fifth to the fifty-ninth percentile across these four

areas with the median being at the 25th percentile in reading, 28th

percentile in language, 25th percentile in math and 40th percentile in

reference skills. Data from a comparison group of students in ninth

grade indicated the EBCE students were scoring lower on the basic

skills. For a more realistic comparison, data between the two groups

were compared with their standardized scores the prior year on the CAT.

No significant differences or growth between the two groups were found.

The comparison group scored higher on the pretest and retained that lead

on the posttest.
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Study Log Summary

The following comments summarize EBCE.Student Case Study Logs for six

students in the Mission Texas Migrant EBCE program. The Case Study Logs

were recorded by the Mission program staff to reflect observations

throughout the school year. The comments aee intended to be general in

nature, pointing to similarities and differences of the six students as a

group rather than individually..

At t -ginning of the program none of-the six sludents wouid
ini iate ponversat nor were they comfortable in conversation
wi h a is. T I improved their, communications with adults
although t are ill working on improving. ,J

Most of the students improved in their decision-making
and were willing to make decisions regarding their educatiodal
programming.

The staff felt that all but one of the six students had improved
in their basic Skills development.

All six students are.planning to oomplete their high school
education. This is importaRt to note because of the high
attrition rates for migrant youth nationallay.

None of the students have formulated a specific career they plan
to pursue upon graduation. HOwever some of the students have
eliminated same careers after explorations took place.

Perceptions of Parents and Employers

.Questionnaires were developed by NWREL and administered to Parents of

nine EBCg students and to 24 employers or community resource people.

In comparison with past school experiences of their son or daughter, two

of the parents felt the EBCE experiences were bettdr and seven felt they

were much better. Eight of the nine parents, if they had to choose over

again would want their son or daughter to participate in EBCE whiie the

remaining parent 46 uncertain. Of the eight parents'responding to the

4
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question all felt that they had received epough information about their

son or daughter's progress in EBCE although three indicated they almost

. never had contact with any !BCE staff. All nine parents felt EBCE had

helped their daughter or son form career plans and helped them learn

!About occupations. Eight of the nine parents felt that EBCE helped them

more than the regular school program in their general learning and in

motivating tip to learn. The remaining parent felt the effects were

about tt;e same as the regular school program.

An important change noticed by parents was the frequency with which their

son or daughter talked with them about what was going on in school or in

EBCE. Before participating in EBCE only one parent reported their son or

daughter talking almost daily about school. As a result of participating

4
in EBCE, six parents reported that their daughter or son Olked almost

daily abOut what was going on in the EBCE program. This finding seems

imporivAnt since many people today express concern that parents and their

teen-age children seldom communicate.

When asked t4i4dentify perceived strengths and weaknesses of tr Migrant

EBCE program the only weakness identified by more than a single parent

was lack of a variety of job sites to meet students' interests

(identified by three parents.) Strengths in EBCE checked.by more than

one parent were:

62

Students learn about "real life" situations and responsibility
(6 parents)

Quality of staff (5) .

Students leariiSbout a variety of careers (5)

Experience in working with adults (5)
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Good alternative to a regular school program (4)

Good way of getting students to learn (4)

Individual treatment of students (4)

Positive changes noted in their son or daughter that hey felt were a

result of participating in EBCE were:

Better able to relate to others (5)

Greater.seif confidence (54 -

More realistic attitudes toward life, work etc. (5)

Greater maturity or self-direction (4)

Clearer direction about hisTher future (4)

More interest in education (4)

Better understanding of jobs (4)

Improvement in basic skills (1)

No negative change were observed except for one parent who felt her son

or daughter had become moie critical of others. When asked what changes

they would recommend in EBCE, four said none, one suggested more job

sites, one better transportation for students and one the need for a good

math teacher. In sunnary the parents fel guite'positive about EBCE and

their son or daughter's Participation in the program.

'An Empaoyer Opinion Survey was 'completed and returned by 24'community

resource persons. Employers reported spending an average of 17 hours per

week with students at their site for career explorations aki 23 hours per

week with students on a learning level.

6 7
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Ninety-six percent of the employerS felt,the WICE staff provided them

with enough .information to, help them direct student activities at their

site and ninety-two percent. would rercomend to a potential employer or

resource person that she or he become involved with the program.'

One hundred percent of the, employers indicated their plan to continue

participating in the EBCE program next year. Reasons cited most

frequently were 1) the piogram is worthwhile (67 percent) , 2) my

participation is a community service (50 percent) and 3) I like the
A

people involved (25 per cent .)

Strengths of EBCE cite-a- by a guar ter or more. employers were:

Studtnts leen about a variety of careers (87 percent)

, Students learn about r-eal life situations (63 percent)

Sxperience in wOr king with adul ts (54 per cenE)

Good way 8' f getting students to learn (46 percent)

Good alternative to a r egular high school program (42 percent)

Quality of the staff (29 perc ent)

Weatnesses cited in EBCE by a quarter or more employers were:

Students not receiVing sufficient -Eraining (38 percent)

Lack of feedback'about students (29 percentY
;

On another section of the survey 46 per-cent of the emplolrer; said they
k.never receive adequate feedback about what happens to the students after_

they leave the site and 33 percent indicated' they never receive adequate

feedback about the effectiveness of their work with students.
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'In summary thtee ooints stand out in employer responses:

4
Theyl,are overwhelmingly supportive of the EBCE program and all
plan to continue again next year.

Partkcipation in EBCE is seen as a way of helping, students and
not of reducing employers'._workload.

EmplOyers:want better feedbaCk.about their own effectiveness
with students at their site and about what happens to these
students after they.leave the'site. 4

rt'
Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Summary of Findings.
.

The statements that follow summarize findims frail the firat-yeae
evaluation of the MisSion Texas Migrant EBCE program.-

k,ission.Tekas7has initiated a high fidelity NWREL
9

Experience-Based Career Education program ddsigned to meet the
needs of migrant ybuth.. They have received tr,aining and
technical aSsistance;from NWREL to help implement their program.

S..
.

Interviews with Ent case study studerits indicate that they feel
they have greater choice, are more involved and have-more
responsibility in EBCE than in their regular school program.

. ,

Students did not show a significantchange in their'attitUdes
toward the concepts of "me," "school," "work," "adults" or
"learning", as. measured'by a semantic differential whlle'in-EBCE.

Oh.the student End-of-Project Questionnaire in May, Only.twb of
10 students indicated they had rieverl6bserved Or worked at one
.or iwo jobs,they said they-would like to hold after completing
their education. At the beginning of.the program 14 of the 17
students jndicated they had never done so. Thus EBCE gave
st;pdents a.chance to,observe of work in.potential, ateers Of
'sintereit that they Otherwise would not hAve had ,t \jfhance to-
do, About half of the EBCE studentA changed caree 40refe-fendes

,as a l'esult of pacticipation'in EBCE. however,'three of
. the,11 students indicated they did notAnoW'where to.begin in,
preldaring for and.entering a .iob they would .most like to hold ,
after graduatiorir six said they had some idea, but only two felt,"
the steps were quite.clear. 'This pattern was quite similar to,,
that in,October thus suggesting that studehtA were exposed to
various careers but not helped.much in understanding how bo
prepare for a job oCinterest to them:.

,.When asked to rate the overall-quality'of the EBCE program in /
May, nine-students rated it excellent or good ana two gave it.an-
average rating. None rated it poor. Eight of lr students felt0

-moee motivated t6 learn in EBCE-than in the regular high school
program and norie felt lesg motivated bo learn.

J 6
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A basic skills objective of Ahe Mission EBCE project wait that
students would do at least as well as oompariapn group students
even tholigh they spent up to half, of their time in the
'community. Pre- 'and pristtest data indicated that, although the
Comparison group had' higher scores. tit the 'beqinnrhg. of -the year, ,
there was DO significant difference in growth,in soores between
the two groups. In essence, students stayed at the same lf.ty1).0:,,'''
in basig skills throughout the year.

EBCE students made. a'itatistically significant gain in GPA.over
the prior year. It increased frcm 79.8 to 83.3.

Students completed 97 percent of the requited carRer
explorations, 93 percent df the.00mpetencies and 91 perdent of
the student prolects. This indicates that students were
complying with Ehe work expectations of the project.

Parents felt quite positive about EBCE'and their son or
daughter's participation in the program'. The only weakness in
E33CE identified' by more than a single parent (in this case by
three parents out of nine) was laci$ of varieey of job sites 'te
meet students' interest. 'Strengths. in EBCE identified by over
half of the parenes wete: 1) students learn about ,"real life"
situations and responsibility, 2-) .quality of staff, 3). studehts
learn about a variety of careers and 41 students gain experience
in working with adulth.. Positive changes noted by over half of
the parents in their son or daughtr that they felt were a \
result of participating in EBCE were 1) better able tp, relate to
others, 2) greater self-confidence and 3) more realistic
attitudes toward life and work. No hegative changes were noted
by more than a single parent.

On the Employer Opinion Survey, Of 24 employers, every one
indicated they plan to oontinue gartiCigeting in the.EBCE
program ne)ct year.- Reasonb cited most were: 1) the
program is worthwhile, 2) mY participation is oommunity
service and-3) I like the people involved. Strengths of EBCEP
dited by at least half of the employers were: 1) students learn
about a variety of careers, 2). students learn about "real 'life"
situations and 3) student experience in Working with.adults.
Weaknesses n EBCE identified by a quarter.ort more emtoloyers
were: 1) s udents not receiving sufficient Oraining (38 _

pecen,t) an 2) lack of.feedback about stlIdents (29 percent.)
'Employers want better feedback about their own effectiveness
with 'students at their site and about what happens to these

'students after they leave the site.
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Reoommendations

14,

Based on the evaluation findings, the foliowing recommendations are
0

proposed:

The first year of operating any innovative progtam is a learning
'experience for all involved. Based om the evaluator's
experience with other first-year EBCt programs, -the Mjission
TeXas program got off to 'a rather 4°0 start and appears well
organized and directed. Many of the students spoke with
enthusilism about their experiences in EBCE and there appears to .

be strong parent and employer support and some areas Of
important student growth. Based on these facts, thee0a1uator .

recommends the program be continued and expanded to more
students next year. *

Since it is likely that students will again drop out- of EBCE
.

various stages of the school year, it is recommended that the
progrorThecruit and:enroll perhaps.a tWenty percent surplus over
the load they could hand1e,for each semester%

o .ETployers were strong in their support for 6EICE'and equally
strong in their desire to receive better feedback about their'
own effectiveness with students at their sTte and about what
happens to these students after they leave the site.. Exp-erience
of staff at.other EBCE sites suggests -that vetba4. feedback jo
participating,employers during the yeaf about their work.with
students and iny.student changes related to these-experiences is
helpful. The feedback about what studAts do after leaving a
site can scmetimes be handled informally by staff during visits
to employer sites and informa11 4 by students themselv'es droppi,ng'

or sending a note to a former employer at a learni.n4 level
indicating the student's current and future plans and ho-w these
may have been influenced by that employet. Students cin .*

sometimeS be motivated to do this by reminding them that
maintaining a positive relationship with.a former employer
instructoe can often help in obtaining a'good letter of

''reoommendation or making future employinent cOntacts. The
evaluator recommends that greeter attenWn be given to tbe area
of empioyer feedback next year.

R..

Via
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SECTION V

ADAPTATIO0 OF EBCE FOR GIFTED AND TALNTED STUDENTS

"Status Report on Gifted Adaptations

The NWREL Gifted and Talented adaptation of EBCE has involved the

technical assistance participation in the development plus evaluation of

two modelS for junior high students. One model is the Exploring Careers

in the Community for Gifted and Talented (ECC/GT) of the Jeffeeson

County, Colorado school district. The program was in its second year of

-implementation. The second adaptation is,the Learning Ph the Communitli

(um) program in North Clackamas school district, Milwaukee, Oregon,

which was in its first year Of operation.

As may be seen from the pses of these progeams and their evaluation

which follOw, the programs are successful in abaining the career

education outcomes which are'principal goals.of EBCE. The career

education outcomes he attained to'a large d0ree even in the LINC

program which permitted students.limitear-tiMe in 61e community.

The area in which these programs are finding the greatest struggle is to

olidate a curriculumhwhich responds uniquely to the needs of gifted

and talented junior high studenta. Since this is an acea of extrame

*/
importance in the political context of their disricts, Education and

Work Program sta.ff anticipate substantial changesiin the curriculum focus

of both programs to attempt to.better accommodate the particular needs of

j4nior high gifted and talented studente- Any such changes will'be

observed and documented during the 1979-80 Ethool year.

cz1/1
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The remainder of this section will include a synopsis of the evaluations

for each of the pilot adaptations.

Evaluation Summary.of the Jefferson County-, Colorado Program

Description of .the ECC/GT Program*
.

The Exploring Car eers in the` Canmunity for "Gif ted and Talented (ECC/GT)

program-model is based on the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

(NWREL) Experience-Based Career Education (ma) model, modified for use

in Jefferson County as Exploring Careers in the Canmunity ( ) and then

further adapted to meet the needs of gifted/talented students at both the

junior and senior high levels. It is individualized and emphasizes
-

experience-bersed, performance-based learning.

The ECC/GT 'program is designed as an eighteen week model; students spend

parti-al days in two to f ive hour blocks scheduled into the program for

one semester or two quarters.. However, the moderis intended to be

ffexible enough to allow incorporation into any school based on

., 1. . individual building needs and considerations.. Students are awarded.. ,

career edtkation and acadpmic credit, usually banguage Arts and one other

depending upon the subject area certification of teacher (sj

At%The ECC/GT program is process as well as content oriented. A major
112'

emphasiskis the -development and application of higher level thinking

( 6tsialls and creative/difiergent problem solving skills... These processes
,

*Adopted f n om "Progr am Description" by Nancy Tia Brown, Ecc/cr Program-
Coordinator.

. . -.4,
. .
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are practiced and applied through all of the learning strategies. Also,

the development of indepedence, responsibility and time

management/organization is fostered witnin the pxogram.

Evaluation Design

The pre and posttest evaluation design for both junior and senior high

student outcomes included students enrolled in ECC/GT at three schools

and a group of mon-ECC gifted and talented students as a .oamparison

group. In the cage of the junior high program, an additional group of

students with high grade point averages in one of th 'schools were

nominated but did not meet all of the criteria for the GT program. These

students were nevertheless included in the same ECC/GT clAss with those

students who were identiffed as gifted and talented since there was space

available. his group of studepts served as an-tidditional group with
-1

which 'to make camparisoni.

Summary of Evaluation Findings: Student Outcomes

'§tudents maintained their level in basic skills while participating in

the WC/GT program as measured by tile Adult Performrce Level test of

functional literacy. To most aistrict it is of ma] concern that

.students not "lose ground" while participating in alte ative types nt

programs.

On the Career Exploration subscale which is focused on career education'

ECC/GT Students showed statistically significane:pre/post

,Tn aadition, some Students-reported,an increase in how certain they felt

4out 'the stepsiseguired to prepare -for hnd enter their chotsen career.

74 66
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Other attitudes assessed in the evaluation were'self-concept, attitudes'

toward oral communication and self-reported sense of responsibility.

Although not statistically significant, both the iCC/GT and the ECC

students reported greater ease in oral commmnications following CC/GT

participation than did the GT comparison students. The other measures

did not show differences between ECC/GT and GT opmparison students.

Overall, students in ECC/GT not identified as GT performed as well or

better than those formally selected on the outcome measures. This fact

lcombined with low intercorrelations &mong the variou student selection

criteria suggest that the ECC/GT selection procedtees have yet to be

adequately refined.

Program Outcomes Summary

ECC/GT students found ECC most helpful in assisting them to learn how

their interests and abilities fit into potential careers. Junior highs

also found it expecially helpful in learning what to look at when

considering a job. ECC comparison and ECC/GT students differed on the

helpfulness of ECC in relating basic skills to potential careers with GT

. students rating the program higher in this area. The program was seen as

least helpful in improving reading and -math skills and in teaching an

understanding of the democratic process. Both ECC/GT and ECC Comparison /-

students rated the proogtam below average on the extent to which it

allowed them to progress at their own rate.
//

r .

Parents generally rated *he program favorably but slightly loiltr than the

previous year's ratiAgs. Parents saw as program weaknesses a lack of
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adequate variety of job sites and problems with organization or

staffing. In addition, a substantial proportion (over 20 percent) of the

ECC/GT parents were concerned with inadequate tdansportation, that

participation in the program caused students to sacrifice other

interests, that there was no opportunity to continue the program fran
1

junior to senior high., that .sane students cannot handle the relative

1freedom of ECC and that too difficult or toomuch wor-k was required for

sane students. Except for the sacrifice of other interests, a lesser

proportion of parehts saw these same concerns this year .as j.n the

previous year's program.

Student Otitcomes

ECC/GT students maintained their basic skills level while
participating.in the program.

ECC/GT students generally achieved the career education goals of
the program.

Participants' confidence in theii use of oral communication is
improved by the ECC/GT program

There was no evidence to suggest that' participants'
self-confidence was enhanced more by participation in ECC/GT
than in the regular GT programs.

Program Outcanes

The ECC/GT program is seen as accomplishing the primary goals of
helping students to explore and learn about a variety of careers
and to understand the requirements of career ent2,4

The junior high ECC/GT program was perceived by somewhat fewer
parents and students as having difficulties than in the first
year's evaluation. Areas continuing to need program attention
include recruitinent and orientation of community instructors,
transportation to community sites, variety of canmunfty sites
andamount of nonchallenging or repetitive "busy" work assigned
students.
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Recommendations

The junior high ECC comparison group indicated somewhat
different reasons for program participation and different
benefits from the ECC/GT students. An examination of these
differences by program staff and administration may allay
further refinement of the GT model including curriculum more
appropriately targeted to the GT student.

Proposed changes in the objectives and curricula of ECC/GT for
next year that will place more emphasis on the gifted aspects of
the sEudents will necessitate the refinement or developnent of
new evaluation instruments. A two-year effort is recommended to
try out these turriculum and evaluation modifications in 1979-80
and to verify them in 1980-81.

Student selection procedures (for the junior high ECC/GT
program) need revision based on analysis of the student
selection cr i ter i a and staff comments .

Keep the student interview process with little- or no revisions
since it la) produces ligh interjudge reliability, b) is
measuringl different dimensions than the teacher ratingfi or the
modified Renzulli/Hartman and c) since at least the learning
scale is a good predictor of oral communication.

Keep the Otis-\-Lennon test since it could replace the student
interview ratings on the learning dimension.

Consider dropping the. teacher ratings on the modified
Renzulli/Hartman except for the task commitment dimension since
the lparning dimension is already covered by the.Otis-Lennon and
the dimensions except for task commitment are not good
predictors of student outamne variabres.

For the 1980 evaluation .pf the junior high ECC/GT program a)
revise the Jeffoo ECC inAtruments, b) refine the ECC/GT Student
Growth Survey scales and develop a similar instrument for use as
a. pre/post measure,- c) eliminate Harter's Perceiyed Competence
Scale and d) refine the postproject interviews to better target
on critical thinking Skills used. -
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Evaluation Summary of the North Clackamas, Oregon Program

Program Description.

The 1978-79 North Clackamas Learning in the Community (LhIC) Ji;nior High

Gifted and Talented program operated on an eight-week Period with

studenp participating one full day. per week. Students fran each of the

four junior high schools were involved and met together for the weekly

LINC seSsion-S-. Program activfties includd small group and, individual

career explorations, student journals, individual and wal1 group

projects as well as large and small group activities 'in such areas as

higher level thinking skills, critical thinking, group process and
,

self-awareness.

Description of the Evaluation.

The first-year evaluation was primarily focused on program implementation

and operation with student outcomes a secondary concern. During the

first two years of a project, -it is of primary importance to assess the
t

feasibility of any new'programmatio model. .Thus, the evaluation design

called for pre- and posttesting students on some outcome measures plus a

survey of parents, interviews with employers and debriefing of staff to

obta n information relative to program implementation. In addition, the

luator- and another NWREL staff member ,each made a site visit during

t e program's operation.

Results: Student Outcanes

Career Education, The Career Education outcomes were assessed primarily

'by asking studenti\about their confidence in their ab71.1.-t-FIC,Thrtake career

plans and implement them., Students initially were asked to list two jobs

78
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they would like to hold after completing their education. Follow.ipg IINC

participation 46 percent of the\students indicated they had observed or

1

worked at both jobs listed, while.only 20 percent had done so before. In

addition, only 13,percent remained who had not observed or worked at

either of the tvio preferred jobs, a reduction frcm 38 percent who had not.

done so previously. This suggests that a large proportion of the

students were able to have at least one exploration which bad personal

relevance for them,

Students were then asked how sure they were of the steps necessary to

prepare for and enter the job they most wanted. Initially, 31 percent

felt the steps were "pretty clear" and 13 percent felt they were "quite

clear"," a total of 43 percent. Following participation in LINC, 53

percent thought the steps "pretty" clear and 22 percent "quite clear", a

total dr 75 percent and an increase oi 32 percent.

Students then responded to a 25-item Career Exploration scale which asked
.

them about how often they had considered or learned about various aspects

of a preferred career. The total score increase for this scale was

statistically significant at the .01 level.
.k

Self-Concept. A 14-item self-concept scale was administered.to LINC

students on a pre/post basis in an attempt to tap a'ffective changes which

might be occurring In such a program. There were no pre/post

differ.ences. This is nOt surprising since the LINC kogram occurred over

only an eight-week period and self-concept is not likely to change during

such a short time.
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Oral Communications. An oral oommmnication attitudes scale was also

administered pre/poet and demonstrated no real change in students'

ability to do such thing's as talk to adults,,Speak in public or make

themsilves clearly understood in a discussion. It may be hoped that such

a scale would show positive changes in41104onger LINC program.

Results: Program outcomes

Both students and parents were asked to rate the overall quality of the

uric Project and whether ,,if they had it to do over again, they would

want to participate. The quality of the project received a mean rating

of 3.94 front students and 3.69 from parents (on a scale from 1 to 5).

The parent rating we:9 not ass high as the students' and not as high as

miggt be preferred. However, when asked whether they would "do it

again," ,the students' rating was 4.02 while the parents was 4.09. This
,

suggests that the lower "overall" rating by parents was influenced .by the

feeling of ma* that the 1978-79 program had first-year "bugs" to be

worked out.

-3

ft

Another area that both students and parents saw as needing attention was

providing a greater variety of community sites for career exploration .and

)projects. Fifty four percent of 'the parents indicated thfs was a

weakness of the program.

A number ,of students were also concerned about the &mount of paperwork

involved in the LINC program, During the debriefing, staff members

agreed that the Exploration Guides needed m fication to lessen the

student and staff paperwork. .

So
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Other concerns expressed by students, parents and staff primarily

involved the time-oonfiguration of the Laic project. The concerns were

that there was an inadequate amount of time for explorations, projects

and other activities. Also, there were conflicts and, in same cases,

lower grades, which resulted from students lying to miss one day a week .

pf regular claSses.

Conclusions

78

Considering the limited program contact students made
considerable progress in the career education Objectives.

10 Affebtive objectives were not measurably affected by tbe priagram.

Parents, students, staff and canmunity instiuctors Were
generally quite positive about the LINC program, while
recognizing the need to make changes in th, future.- Areas which
were indicated to be majot strenIths were the opportunity to get
into and became aware of the "real worla" and to learn about a
variety of careers. Areas which were perceived to loe program
weaknesses were recruitment and otientation of a greater variety
of community sites, advance information to students and parents
concerning program goals and expectelefor, the amount of
paperwork and the tiTe-ooiifigurationAthe program.

Student selection criteria did not correlate well with each
other Or wilh the three outcome measures. ,
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SECTI9N VI

-

OUT-OF-SCHOOL. ADULT ADAPTATION

'4)

N is out-of-scbool adult work focused around development and

implementation of a pilot version of a program entitled "Career

Redirectfons for Adults" (CRA). In this project, implemented at Western

Nevada Community College (WNCC), Carson City, Nevada, persons

participated in a multi-session self-analysis and planning set of

activites supplemented by group counseling. Exploratory experience 'at

community sited was included. The results of the evalutrt4on of the

progra; are summarized in this section.

The evaluation was designed Oimarily obtain Outcome data as well as

bibliographit information to assist Education and Work sta(ff in forming

the basis for researchlng the needs of various categories of adults.

Outcome data were obtained,from administration of pre- and pod'ttest

queseionnaires. In addition, the participant questionnaires sought

feedback regarding the strengttis' and 4eaknesses of the CRA program. Oni.
/.

a small number of participants were inVolved in the evaluation (eight

responded to both the pre- and posttest sections of the program

evaluation,guestionnaire), which limits the generalizations that can be

4 made.

ResUlts

Mee males and five femaleR ranging in age from 19 thru 56'participated

in the full. dValuatiorrte half of the participants were ma.rried and'
-

had varied educational backgrounds. The outcoMe data were analyzed by
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each of,the biographical variables (i.e., gender, age group, marital

\status, education) and the greatest differentiation was attributable t

gender. However; there were also differences evidenced by age group, \

which cannot be clearly distinguished from gender, since the youngest age

group was °imposed of males-only.

Due to the short duration of the program (two to three weeks)*, no pre-
:

or pos,tgains were seen-_in most of the outcome measures (Career

Exploration, Self-Concept, Oral-Communications Attitude-, or the Semantic
Si)

Differential concepts of Me, Work/Working, tearning, School/Training,

Employers): Two exceptions Weretthe two items directly asking

participants about their ability to do cAreer planning. Most

, T
participants rvpprted a clearer idea of the steps to be taken in

.4s

preparing for and 'entering a job. In addition, -six (as.opposed to three

initially) of the eight ended the project feelAg that tlyty wOuld be able

to pursue the necessary steps in obtaining their desired positions.
r-

The cRA program evaluation provided useful insights into the strengths'
I.

and weaknesses of the pilot implementation. Participants found the

career explorations and tit career interest inventories to be the mot.

useful career planning' experielir, The grOup discussions in class were

also perceiyed as useful and in_ esting. .The program was rated overall

as "very helpful" by five.of'fhe eight, "helpful" by one and "somewhat ,

'4

4

*When the evaluation was designed/ it was
'would operate as an open-entry, open-exit

anticipated.that the Program
program, over a minimum time

= span of two to three months.

,
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helpful" by one. Th,/elopresnb ratings of "of little help" or "no help
_ .

,t/ ,

at'all." The most frequent suggestions for improvement were to lengthe4

the program and lessen the paperwork. The perception of "too much paper

work" has resulted from the short period Of tEge and the attempt to

(

provide the full range of activities.

ConclUsioris

The results of.this evaluation should, encourage further revYsion and

impleMent4ion of almore copprehensive and longer program. The following
/- ).

conclusiOns mly be drawn from the WNCC data:
4 . , "

Participants gained dramatically in'confidence as bo their .

'N_-ability to do career planning. 'This is a very.encovaging
finding for such a,short-term effort:

Tliere appear'to have been differences by gendecand age
groups Yn terms of many of the outcome variables studied.
This tends to confirm the program'S need to be
indivjdualited. these 'types of differencds also suggest
further stuft of demographic vatiabls in the attempt to
determine the areas in which adults with various
characteristics have paricUlar needs Which Obuld be
addressed.

1

v,
Little pre postjc ge-Occurred on any of thd outcome
meaSures- IThis is not,a-surprising- fihding, since the
program *as frsLort.ddration% Based on t,hits-macomments
by participan s and staff, the.RA Program should,be
lengtfiened to allow esPeclarly for individual .car.4er
"enloration and internships..

-,Farticipants were generally enthusiastic about the CRA
- program and indicated they;had benefited from a niter ot
ttle career planning.activi,ties.

4.
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SECTION VII

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING STUDIES

Status RepOrt

As our %Education and'Work Program cOntinues to adapt what we have' learna0

from Experience-Based Career education end otherfdevelopments to iit the

needs of speei al segmentS gf youth. and .adults , it becomes i nceasi ngiy

important to conduct -research on fundamental processes which underlie

exPeriential r,ar ning . Such research is expected to oontribute to basic

knowledge about --slxperiential learning processes and outcomes. At'the

slIne. time: thisresearch will provide answers of practical importaRce for'

. educational practitioners, pOlicy makers And for guiding the development

and evaluation of new Education and Work components.'

. .

. Our research activities this year have centered' atold foUr areas. The

first is an updAti ng 'of An earlier review of the literatTe On
. .

e xperiential learping to include recent studies from the pest two years.

The secOnd is a survey of over 1006 EBCE stddents throughout tSe country

to determine their perceptions of factors that distinguish excellent

learning experipnce at employer sites from those ffictors thalt lead to

little or no 'learning expgience at such sites. The third area consiste

of a reliminary look It the concept of responsibility as a developMent

outcome 44., experiential education'. The fourth study.i-dentified essential
.

elements Pf experieRfial education progr.ams and determined hpw these
2

"elements are present in three large scals experiential prograMs. To

g'uide the direCtion,of these aCtiviies, our Experkeqtial Learning Review

formel) last year was tonvenpd in San F cisco durinl the

"`
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American Educatiqnal Researgti Association Annual Meeting to review our

plans and suggest itprovements.

The review of the literature on experiential learning was Kepared by Dr.
7

Greg Druian, who has gained extensive experience in postsecondary service

learning programs. This review focuse4lon (1) learner outcomes of

experiential educiAtion, (2) differential effe6ts on various learners and

(3) the conditions that help create these outcomes.

\

he stpdy of factors that distinguish excellent learning experieres for

youth at employer site4-trom those leading to,litIlle or no learning

experience was conducted by Tom Owens and Stiroh ()Wen. This study',

involving over 1000 EBCE students from 28 states, is a follow-up to a\l'it4

preliminary study conducted last year 04th 238 ERCE students. The

results of this study are highlighted in the next section of this

regleTt. The results of lasEllear's stUdy have been shared nationally and

have generated considerable interest. Presentations on the findings were
-.)Rc

made this year at the AmericamEducational Research Association
A

Conference in Sad'Francisco in April, 1979 at the NWREL EBCE Conference

in Vancouver, Washington in' May, 1979 'and informally at the AssOciation.

for.Experiential Education Conference ie. Portsmouth, New HaTpshire in

>

October, 1979. The article "Investigating Student Perceptions of

,Essential Elements of Rxperiential Education" was also printed ih ERIC

,(ED ).72 456) and published iv* a modified format in'the Winter'1979 issue

9f Alternatiye Higher Education ("Enhancing the Qqality 4 Community

Learning Experience").. An abstra'ct of these:fipdings has appeared in

, the Resourcw for Youth newsletter andin the AEE newsletter, Voyageur.
u

Such
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notices have led to our responding to 'Over 200 letters fran

practitioners, researchers and policy analysts, requesting copies.of the

study.

The third study focusing on responsibility as a learner outoome of

experiential education has lead us to explore the .methodology of conCept

analysis As deScribed by, two philosôphers, -Robert Gowan of Cornell

University and Thcmas Green of Syracuse University. We have read their

writings on this methodology and have conferred with each writer here in

Portland this last summer, while'they were serving as visltini) scholars

on the Research on Evaluation Project. An initial attempt was made in a

session at the'NWREL EBCE Conference to obtarn fran, practitioners

numerous examples of student behavior that stiff felt reflecke&high or

low levels of responsibility. This procedure. Was not too successful,

because we failed to elicit an adequate number of examples of high level -
4,17..,

-responsible behavior, although we collected numerous examples'.of non-
.responsible behovibr. We have also used items fran Dr. ta'zirere Hedin's

Responsibility Scale in our evaluation of .one EBCE site 'and we are in the

process of analyzing the data more carefully. An expanded sudy of this"

third area_ will/be implemented in the corning year..

41.
The fouith st,udy, by Druian, Owens and Owen,' focused on-Identifying and

illustrating essential elements of experiential educaion programs.

Three large scale experiental edueation programs were studied: Outward

,Bound, Foxfire and Experierice-Based CAreer Educatione._ 'After a tentative

framework was developed at NWREL, staff at .eacti of 'these programs were

persofrally ir&ervieWed to discuss the edent of adoption potentiO1 -of our

1
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framework to their programs and to obtain change suggestions and actual

examplea of- the essential elements as applied to their programs. A

summary of the essential elements within nine dimensions of experientialAmp.

e&cation is shown'in Table 1.

A &Aft report of tis study was presented at the Association for

, Experiential Education Conference and critique w.p invited. So far we
tp.

'have received comments from about a dozen educators in the United States,

.Mexico and Canada. Based on their comments and our meetings to refine

this study, we will be sutinitting_a revised copy 6f,,;this paper to the

Journal of Experiential Education fOr publication -oonsideration.

Js

.r

1
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TABLE i

.PROPOSED ESSENTIAL
NINE DIMENSIONS OF

Program Dimensi*Is

EXTRIENTIAL
ELEMENTS WITHIN

EDUCATION

Essential Elements

1. Purpose 1. Purposes reflect learner needs
2. Purposes imply program content

et'
3. Clearly shared ind understood

purposes

2. Setting 1. The setting is considered realishic
s\ or noncontrived by the learners

k

2. kphysical 'd/or psychological
challenge is provided by the setting

3.. Some degree of low level risk exists
4, Diversity of Settings are integrated

3.. Participants' Characteristics 1. Voluntary participation 6

2. Diversity of particiOxntS

4. Strgtegies 1. Relates-to one or more theories of
learning

2. Encourages young.ptople to perform
tasks normally permitted only
adults in our society

3. Emphasizes a balance of action, re-
flection-and application

V
4. Provides learning experiences that are

individualized, sequential and '

'developmental

trf,

5. Involves frequent structured inter-
action between student and
instructor

6. Provi.des rtuni.tIes for unplanned

learni from new experiences

5. Student Roles, 1. Active sttident role in planning and
carrying out activities

2. Chance to experience Various roles

1-

(e.g., leader, team member,
'employee, tutor)

3. Assuming yesponsibilities for his/-
her actiens

4. Opportiunity to interaCt with.various
adults/as well as with peers
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TABLE 1
ft (Continuedl

Program Dimensions

6. Instructor Roles 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. Outcomes. of Learning 1.

_Activities

2.

8. Management and Support 1.

Factors

2.

3.

4.

9. Pro ram Outcomes 1.

4

2-

3.

88

Essential Elements

Help students p)an and carry out
their aceavities

Role model as an active, involved
learner

Monitor progress, assess and feed
information back-to students

Motivabion and encouragement
Plan and implement a student

accountability system
Skills lin planning, empathy, communi-

cations and resource sharing

Outcomes of learner activities are
perceived as real and important by
studentiand others

Students 5eel ownership for the
out 9omes

Locating community resources for
student'learning

Forming positive r,elatiimships with
exterri4 1 Agents (such as may
be neede in awarding regular chool
credit r program participation)

Obtaining funding and community ,

support

Recruitment and seledtion. of staff who
aa'clommitted to using experiential
learnipg strategies

Increased student srelf-confidence and
ability to relate to others are
common student.outcomis

Staff'ahd,students are involved in
assessing efEectiv4ness of_prdgram

Openness to looking it both positrit
and negative outcomes and in exam-
ining areas-tor program i1rovement-

6,1
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Preliminary Findings 'Eram the Experiential Learning Questionnaire

To high school youth today, what disinguishes an excellent learning

..

exper i ence i n the commun i ty -;7r:m a " no 1 e ar ni ng" exper i ence? What ar e

0 A ,

^
. the characteristics they associate with excellent learning experiences?

What happens at such places that contributes to4;an excellent learning

e xpri ence? What is youth lean thrOugh such experiences? What

characteristics e associated wits a "no learning" experience in the

community? might be done to improve the situation? Do young

people' s.per ptions of excellent and poor learning experiences differ

depending on a person's sex, ethnic background, .grade 14tel, academic

ability, occupational preference or length of time s in an

eriential program? These appear to be important questions to address

if we ip experientiAl education are going to' improve learning

opportunities f e yourrg people.

In an effort to provide answers to the above questions an exploratory

study w as designed and conducted in the spring of 1978 by the Education

and Work Program at the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWRET.)

. in Portland, Oregon: Over the past seven years our Laboratory, in

ODnjunction.144 the National I.nstitute of Education and three other

regional.laboratorieA, has been heavily involved im developing and

validating An experiential, education program called Experience-Based

Career Edvation (EBCE). EBCE provides secondary students with a vital

/
L
alternaive educational program that integrates.academic,learning, ,career

i
.

, .

2 experiences and lifesk41. development through direct, supervised

a.
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learning experiences in the oommunity. As a result of experience gained

over seven years in developing and disseminating EBCE throughout thee

United States, NWREL is currently .involved.in adapting some of these

concepts to specialipopulations such as gifted and talented junior hOh v"

school students, migrant youth, disadvantaged youth and adults involved

in midcareer changes.

A review of the literature on experiential learning.convinced 1.15e that a

4foundation ts upon which to,design a .useful study. John Dewey has

pointed out that not all experiences are learning experiences. Combs et

al (1971), Geiger (1978) and others have irientified factors which may

Cause some experiences-to be low in learning potential. Bandura (1977)

and others writing about Social Learning_Theory have also identified

factors-rePorted to. be related to idlieased learning such as modeling and

reinforcement. Using Flanders' critical incidents technique, .open-ended'

questions and ra4,4y scales based on propositions derived from variou'r

"theories On Experiential Learning, a questionnaire was designed,:pilot

tested and revised.

The 1978 Experiential Le'erning Questionnaire was administered to 218

students in eight EBCE. programs covering five states--Alaska Georgia,

Michigan, Oregon and Washington. The EBCE students were used as the

sample for this study sidce each student is usually involved in career

explorations or learning levels at three to six community sites. Thus

the same students 'would have been exposed to variout sites and would be

in a. good posiAon to assess qufaities associaed with locations

;

_providing excellent or poor learning experiences.
.
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I The findings from this preliminary study were presented at the annual:

7yonference of the American EdOcataonal Research AsSOciation, and

elsewhere in.a paper by ToM Owens add Sharon Owftwrfri.Ted "Investigating
4111P

Student.Perception of1.Essential Elements of'E4perie9tial Education" ERIC

(ED 172 45(S). Referepce to this article in the Resouices for Iouth

newsletter and the VOyager newsletter of the Associatipn for Experiential

Education led to over 200 requests for copies of the study from

researgend practitioners.

-mhe

Findings from the 1978 study were interesting enough to lead us to want

to expand our study. Conceptually we decided to incorporate item

responses that represent propositions clerived from attribution theory.

Briefly, "attribution theory" is a term given to various theoties

concerned with the problem of investigating causal perception (Bar-tal,

1978). Factors borrowed from this theory for our instrumett include

ability, effort, task diftiskilty and luckf

Other changes made in the 1979 study were to expand the number of

surveyed EBCE Student participars to over 1,000, to use a sample of high

cidelity EBCE sites-relleesenting all four Laboratories' versiv of EBCE

(Appalachia RAional Educational Laboratory, Far West Laboratory for

Research and Development, Northwest Regional-Educational Lasboratory, and

Research for Better Schools)4, to include sites with substantial minority

student enrollment, and to select sites that provided a balance of

geographic locationthrotighout the United States. The distribution of

studeRts by geographic area is shown-in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPCNDENTS BY REGIONS OF THE U.S.

Region Per centages
r

South and Southeast . . 45.1

West 27.4

East 20.2

Midwest 7.4

Of the' 1,104 student aspondents in this study, 42 percent were- male, 54

percent, were female and fi:mir percent did not indicate. Ethnically, 62
,,

pergent were white, 17 percent were black, ten per'eent were Hispanic,

four percent were natiVe American, one percent were Asian and seven

percent did not indicate. Grade-wise, 44 t)rcent were seniors, 36

7..1-Pcent were jriors, i5 percent were sophomores and one percent were

ninth graders. When asked to indicate their pverall grade point averages

-
. for last year, ten percent received mostly A's, 21 percent received

mo6 B'st 36 percent received mostly B's and CYs, 23 percent received

mostly C's, four percent receiVed mostly D's and F's and jsix percent. did

not specify.' On the basis of the above statistics we fe 1 the study
re

represents -a good 'cross section of American senior 'hi-gh

When asked what specific careers respondents were most

af t er completing their educations , their open-ended ,res

categorized 131.; John Holiand's six classifications and

Hollingshead's scale of socioeconomic status as shown

The largest proportions of respondents preferred'reali

-f%
Occupations. This is typical of the Arkerican high sch

Career Oeferences were4widely distriuted across all

socioeconomic itatus.

92
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TABLE 3

CLASSIFICATICN OF RESPCNDENTS' JOB PREFERENCES.BY
HOLLAND'S SIX CATEQOKES

Classification

Realistic

Social

Example
Percentages

of Respondents

electrici , mechanical 18.6
engineer, . aid,

teacher, dental hygienist 21.8

Aitistic drama coach, editor, writer
artist

Imcestigative chemist, computer programmer

Conventional

Enterprising,

file clerk, teller, accountant

re'al estate salespers9n,
oontractor

TABLE 4

6.0

10.2

8.8

8..7

CLASSIFICATICN OF RESPONDENTS' JCS PREFERENCES BY,
HOLLINGSHEAD'S LEVELS OF SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Classification
Per,centage

of Respondents

Higher Executives

business Managers

Administrative.Personde1

8.7

17.9

13.0

Clericaf and Sales Workers . . 12.9

Skilled Manbal Employees 18.8

,Semi-skilled Employees 1.8

Unskilled Employees 0.2

_I
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Students in this study were asked to "think abou't the learning experience

in the opmmunity thfs year that helped you learn.the most abdut yourself,

your relationships with other people or about a career of interest to

you." In response to an open-ended question asking, "Wha-t dtd you

learn?," the majority of respondents describ.id specific job s/kills (63

percent), job procedures (27 percent) or the use of special tools or

equiFment (26 percent).- 'Table 5 shows respondes for the sites where they

reported learning the most and where they learned the least.

Students were next asked, "What things happened at the site that made it

an excellent learning experience?" Table 6 indicates/ that "working with-

helpful people" (37 percent) and "learning to actually do specific

skills" (23 percent ). were gtven most ,frequently by respondents. ,

A lift: of '19 possible teasons that may help make a Particular ccgnmunity
. I.

experience'an exc llent learning opportunity for a student wasN. _ ,

,,
presented. Students were asked to decide how important each possible

reason was, in their case, and tO circle a number froffi 5 (extremellr
4 Y .

n .important .l (not impbrtant) indicating thb,leyel of impdttance.
.'

Students were asked to Select not mores than six reasorfs they f el t wer e

extlremely impotant to enpoUr.age.thern to discriminate irI their

judgMents. Table 7 1 i8i.8 the reasons selected,i-n order of perceived

imporIance. The results are quite consistent with those obtained f

the opefeeldedquestion.l. "High effort:thy me," "tryihg out the work
.

myielf" and,"my skill in getting along wi4th peoile" were listedTas most

important, while ,"'easy.tasksq was listed as least important. 'This latter

category was used becati4e Rrior esear oh , indicated that easy tasks were

not related: to ValitY learning opportlant,tiest --The results of this study

94 Ir
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1XBLE 5

PERCENTAGI23 OF RESPONDENTS DESCRIBING
SPECIFIC THINGS THEY LEMNED THE MST AND LEAST

AT THE LEARNING SITE

Percentages
Most Learning Site of Respondents

Job specific skills other than use of toOls or equipnent.. 63.2

Row the job WOrks; specific procedures. . . 27.2 .

Use of tools/equipment 26.0

Uhderstanding of others. 16.0

Reeponsibility/maturity involved in that job. 11.2

'Understanding of myself/my own interests 8.8

Hcw to work with people. 6.3

Per c4ntages
Least Learning Site of Respondents

Job specific skills other than use of tools or equipment. 32.6

Nothing I didn't already know/irrele-Vant things. . . . 30.2

How the job works; specific procedures 17.1

Use of tools/eguipnent. . . 134:5

1
Understanding of myself/my own interests. 6..4

Understanding of others. 4.8

Responsibility/maturity involved in that job. ., .. 4. 5
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,TABLV6

PERCETAGP19 OF RESPCUDENTS DESCRIBING WHAT THINGS OCCURKED
-AT THE SrTES WHERE THEY LEARNED THE MOST AND LEAST

4

Percentages
Most Learning Site of ResRondents

Worked with friendly/helpful people. 37.0

I learned to dO job specific skills myself 23.0

,I had fun/liked being there. 12.2

Resource persons demonstrated; exiNined clearly. . . . 8,8

I learned about themature/responsitiblities of the job. 7.3%

I was given responsibility and liked it. 6.6

The people liked/accepted me 5.1

I was shown job specific skills 4.0

96

()

Percentages
Least Learning gite of Respondents

I had nothipg/irrelevant tasks to do 32.3

I learned nothing/nothing was explained. 19.6

The work was boring. 13.8

I did not like the people/they did not like me/
want me around 10.24

I was critized/ignored/discouraged. 6.6

I had no talent for/interest in this job 4.8

9 8
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TABLE 7

RESPONDERTS' PERCEPTIONS-OF THE IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS REASONS*
FOR1h1PARTICULAR COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE BEING AN

EXCELLENT LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Reasons

1. Higt) eCfort by myself

2. Trying out the work myself

3, My skill,k geitting along with people

4.... Applying the learning to new things . .

5. Being given an adult responsibility

.

O. Listining and talking with adults at the site

7. Clear dfrections to follow

8. Adult encouraging for doing the tasks well..

Observing skilled adults doing certan tasks .

10. Challenging tasks

11. Adequate amount of time at site . . .

12. Learning the technical words and language
associated with a career

13. Knowing ahead of time what will.be expected
of me

14. Freedom to explore areas not planed in
advance

15. Supervisor took a personal tnteast in me . .

16. Encouragement from family or friends

17. Luck in locating.a good site

18. Close adult supervision

19. Easy tasks

Mean* S.D.*

4 31 0,84

0\.\83

4.30 0.87

. 4.15 0.87

4 14 0.89

. 4.14 0.81

4 09 0.87

. 4.01 1.00

. 3.98 '0.87

3 96 0.91

. 3.90 0.99

3 88 0.93

3 85 1.07

*

3 82 1.00

. 3.81 1.06

3 67 1.14

I 61- 1.16

2 93 14:21

2,80 1.23

*Figures are based.on a five-poirtt rating scale from extremely.
significant = 5 to41ot significant = 1.

99
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confirmed that finding. Other tasks were based on propositions derived

from social learning theory, attribution theory, the writings of Deley

and six years of experience in evaluating MICE. \

fa

Students were asked regarding both high and low learning sites how many

people they worked with and ow many hours-they spent at the sites.

Table.8 lhows the result Students at high learning sites worked with ...

twice as many'people and spent twice the number of ho rs there as fheY

'did at law learning sites. Eigh.ty six7percent of the re ndents felt

they Aeveloped really good relationships with persons at high learning

sites, whereas only 23 percent felt that this had occurred at low

learning sites. Students were next askda same specific questions in

relation to the persons at.the site with whom they formed good

relationships; Table 9 shows the results. In general, respondents

agreed Arongly with .tA statements regarding relationships at high

learning site and agreed less with statements re4arding relationships at

law learning sites.

The focus for the 4uestionnair4 then shifted.. Students were asked to

think about the community experiences this year that were the worst for

providing them with little dr no learning.

In answer to the question, "What thingi flappened at a site to make it a

Ae 'no learning' experience?" The most frequent reason given by respohdents

was that they had "nothing" to do or irrelevant taSks, tó accomplish. A

list of 19 possible reasons that may have caused a particular *community

experience to.result in little or no learning by a student was

98
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TABLE 8

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE RESPONDENT,WORKED CLOSELY WITH AND
TOTAL HOURS SPENT AT SITES

,

MOST (7 LEAST
Learning Sites Learning_ Sites

Average number of people
worked with at the site(VERIFY)

Average hours spent there

5.76 2.82

41.74 21.99

10;

sir
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TABLZ 9

RESPCNDNTS' AGREErNG OR:DISAGREEING wrrH STATE S CONCERNING
A PERSON WITH WHOM RE OR SHE FORMED A GOOD LATIONSHIP

, .

. MOST LEAST
..

4

Learniu Sites Learning Sites

Mean* S.D.* Mean*

We liked each other. , 1.67 , 0.63 2.05 0.92

That poison and I talked about
things other than work--like
sports, hobblee and personal
thoughts. 182 0.93 2.32 1.24

That person respected and
true ed e. . 1.64 0.70 2.17 0.99

T t person and I talked about
my future plans 1.81 0.97 2.49 1.26

hat person and I talked about
what was happening atthe
site. 1.56 0.76 2.13 1.16

%Mb

1

1

* These Means and Standard Deviations (SYD.'s) ate based on a five point
rating scale where 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = not sure, .

4 disagree and 5 strongly disagree. 'Therefore, a Mean of 1.61

indicates most people agreed or strongly agreed.wiEh the stateMents.

100
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.preaented. Students were asked to decide how significant each 'experience

was in keeping them from learning by circling a number from 5 (extremely.
41.

significant) to 1 (not significant). Students were again asked to select

'not more thasn six reasons they felt-were extremely significant.
)

Table 10 lists the elicions selected in-order of perceived significance.

Reasons given the highest ratings were boring tasks, no opportunity to

explore other areas of interest or to apply the lemming to new things,

and no opportunity to personally try out the work. Again there is

verification that the level of difficulty of a task is not a major

deterrent to' learntng.

:14'
Students were asked, in open-ended questions ,9 to describe what they

actually did at the site at which they learned the most and at the site

at which they learned the least. Responses were oontent-analyzed by a

'NWREL consultant, and coded as high, moderate or low in level of

responsibility'. 'tasks corlidered high in responsibility were those

-generally requiring same training and in w,hich the consequences of

-

failure would have caused some harm to the job site. Examples included

41.

supervising otners, dealing directly with the public or performing a

technical service where high quality was essential.

Tasks considered 'low in responsibility were those generally requiring -

little or no training and in which failure to `perform them would not have

caused serious harm to the site. Examgpm-included sweeping the floor,

cleaning off tables, etc.
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TABLE 10

RESPONDENTS' PERCEP+IONS 'CT THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
4

WHY CERTAIN COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES
RESULTED IN LITTLE OR NO LEARNING

A

Reasons Mean* S.D.*

1. Boring tasks . 3.60 1.36

2. No opportunity to apply the learning to
new things 3 29 1.31

P

3. No opportunity io explore othe'r areas of
interest 3.29 1.40

4. No opportunity to try otA the work-myself . . . 3.27 1.47

5. Too much repetition of the activit'Y 3 20 1.32

. 6. Didn't *now what would be expected of me .

ftp,, 7. No opportunities to observe skilled adulti

. . 3.03 1.31

doing the tasks doo 1.42

8. No opportunity to talk to adults at the_site . 2.93 1.41

9. No adult recognition fbr doing.the tasks well . 2.88 1.36

10. No opportunity to discuss my experience
with others 2-87 1.34

11. Ignored my supervisor 64 76 1.47

12. Lack of clear directions to follow 2 72 1.37

13. Tbo closely supervised 2 60 1.29

14. Back ruck atithIpsite 2 59_ 1.40

15. Not enough time at site 2 54 1.44

IA. Adult criticism of me or my work 2.046 1.35

17. Little effort by me i'42 1.35

1.8. My lack bf skill in getting along with people .- 2.36 1.39

19. Discouragement by family or friends 2.22 1.38
qv.

20. Tasks were too difficult ..... 1. . . . . 2.10 1.33

775117Ware based On a five-point iatinc-SCale froal extremely
significant a 5 to not significaq 1.



Table 1.t shows the percentages of J.ndividual responses, judge\d as- high,

meditrn or low in rehponsibility at sites where respondents Named the
most or least. (Total percentages can exceed 100 percent since

respondents could list more than one task.) As:Table 11 indicatts, 434

percent of the tasks were judged to have a high responsibility level in
the high learning site, as opposed. to only 12 percent in the low learning
site: The greatest differences, hOwevj, are evident for those tasks
judged as requiring a moderate level of ree:ponsibility. For the,gh
learning site, 87 percent of the tasks were judged to have a moderate

level of responsibility, as opposed to only 30 percent at the least
learning site. Conversely, respondents performed a sanewhat greater

proportion of lag responsibility tasks at the low learning site. These

data support our hypothesis, based on EBCE evaluation experience, that

respondents learn more when permitted to do tasks they and others
perceive as important.

, In the remaining analyses of these data to be done by NWREL, we will

examine differences in respondent perceptions /according to their sex,
ethnic backgrounels , gr ade poi nt aver ages and car eer pr ef er ences .

.Sununary

At sites judged 1:1 respondents as providing rich learningexperiences
,

Respondents more often learnjob specific sksills,
including use of tools or equipment and gain specific
knowledge, Of how the job operates through hands-on
experiences.

It
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-TABLE 11

JUDGMENT OF RESPCNSIBILITY LEVELS FOR
TASKS PERFORMED AT SITES WHERE STUDENTS

(AIMED THE MOST AND THE LEAST

Percentages of
Res ndents' Reactions:

MOST LEAST.

4e
Tasks, judged, by consultant as:

Learning Sites - Learning Sites

High Level of Responsibility 33.6 12.4

Moderate Level of Rsponsibility 86.7 29.5

Low Level of Responsibility 38.1 43.2'

0

.N
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Respondents.more often descrite the people they work with
as helpful and friendly.

. Respondents generally work Closely with more than one
person and form a good close personil-relationship with
at least one personwith whom they Work closely.

Tasks done by students are more oftenAudged to have high
or moderate levels of Msponsibility and are perceived by
students to be challenging. ,

At sites judged by .respondents as providing little or no learning'

experiencils--

Respondents learned the same things as at high learning
sites, but such le'arning was reported by only half as
many students as wos reported for high learning sites.

One third of the respondents reported hav,ing no tasks to
do, or only irrelevant ones.

On the a'vera9e, respondents spent only half as much time
as at high learning sites.

Respondents attributed little or no-learning to boring
-tasks, and no opportunities to apply learning to new
things, to explore other areas of interest or to try out
the work themselves.

Implications

/
These data suggest some ways An whioh-experiential education programs

sho'uld be operated in order to maximize the community learning

exPeriendes. The implications are'grouped as they affect progrim design,

the role Of the'community rAeource person and future research.

N

Program Design Implications

Individualized tasks that are planned for and with young people
. should be sufficiently difficult to challenge them. Tasks
perceived as too easy seem to "turn off" students.

Young people are geneially rea4an4 anxious for mature, adult
responsibilities. They need to be aviare of the consequences of
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their actions and to accept both positiye .and negative
outcomes. Activitiee atfboth the community site and on campus
need td be designed to-fbster student responsibility.

Although students want clear directions to folloW they Also need
freedom to explorcareas not planned in advance.

Students rate hands-on learning as a mery important fact& 4n an
. excellent learning opportunity. Program staff need to remind

themselves and community representatives of the importance of
this feature and to build it into as many facets o-f the
curriculum as possible.

Opportunities should be provided for students to work closely
with and form a good relationship('s) with one or several -

individuals in the Community.

. ,

Program staff.may want to do some systematic cfroup counseling
with students regarding their reactions to bori g and
repetitious tasks. Even'the most excitinq,job involve so me

boring tasks andkyoung people need to recogni ethis and learn
to oope with sudi. aspects of a job.

Community Resource Persons
w'

a . -
l,I.

Participating employers or commUnity regource pereont peed to . .

;

provide students with accuratejcnowledge of what.is eXpeCted and
yet provide opportunities for learning thOgs'not planned tn'
advance.

,

:

Students believe excellent learning otipottunities are
facilitated when community resource peoPle'encourage dOing task&
well and demonstrate icorional.interest in them..

-

Community,resource Poisons should'be aware th4t modt young
people are anxious for.hands-on eXperience and the opportunity
to assume adult responsibilities. *thin ligal,.and,safety".
restrictions, community resource persons should ait to provide

,such experiences.

Future Research

106
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o

This study has investigatedstudent perceptions-of

characteristics that differentiate excellent from poor learning.
experionces'in the communitli., Diane:Hediwand Dan Conrad (1979)
have found students in v,rious expiiiehtial edUcational'Orograms
expressing.the belief that many Of Ehe-same factors we'found to
be associated with excellent learning eXperienceS, are outcomes
being realized through partigipation'in their.service learning .

programs. This. suggests.thattnixt steps include development of
e*plicit descriptions of how these factors, such as,.

.
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responsibility, occur in various experiential education
programs. Thew, descriptions can lead to a clearer
understanding of }ghat is involved in ootteeffs such as
reiponsibility and to develop alternate ways to ihcrease.a sense
of responsibility in young people.

As future empirical studies of thls type are conducted, the
results should be reviewed nd synthesized. Vhis would provide
a stronger base for improifcg the practice of experiential
education as well as fdrrefining underlying theories such as
the social learning theory..

Kt
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